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 We are rushing to finish this intro-
duction... There is an exquisite dinner 
coming up quite soon – and we absolute-
ly must have this book ready in time.

It is Frieze week in New York after all…



Starters

Chesapeake Bay Oyster Crabs on the Half Shell    

Wood-Roasted Lamprey over Bantum Hen Eggs 
Duck Fat and Shaved Fennel 

Mosquito Eggs draped with Lardo

Mains

Lion’s Mane Butter on Country Bread

Black Chicken Tonic Soup 
Ginseng and Cordyceps engorgement 

Huitaloche in Roasted Garlic Pesto
Sautéed Haricot Vert, Fig and Balsamic 

Gastrique



Dessert

Salted Sago grub -Pistachio Lime Meringue 

Drinks

Lousewort and gin over ice, mint

Broom Rape (Cistanche) infused white mead

Gusano rimmed Bloody Maria 

Dodder Tea

A selection of Coca-Colas





 The most fantastic thing about the 
Cordyceps, (or, if we are inclined to split 
hairs, Ophiocordycipitaceae) is, of 
course, that when the tangled mycelium 
fingers have penetrated the soft flesh of 
the caterpillar, and they have finished 
wriggling through its succulent tubes, 
the whole beast is transformed into the 
most delectably crunchy snack you can 
imagine. 

How amazing, 
and delicious.
I do hope you can join us.
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 Where 5 moved in two directions 
at once, up and down, like a bad case of 
food poisoning. Now please, do not mis-
take me, I would hate for you to imagine 
that it means we moved in opposite ways. 
Quite the contrary! In fact we moved in 
the same way at the same time, but in 
two different directions. Understandably 
this is a complicated maneuver and 
honestly the technique took a full year of 
hullabaloo to comprehend.
 
So let’s begin here: We had this funny 
idea about trying to make non-art in a  
gallery—which, you know, is quite hard 
to do. Anything you might stick into that 
white box turns poof! magically into 
some kind of art. It would be imprecise 
to say that the transformation necessarily 
produces “good” art — though, it’s almost 
certainly some kind of art. Anyway, the 
joke went like this: If we could figure 



out how to make “non-art” in the gallery, 
then we might be able to see, through that 
action, what’s left over, something like the 
shape of art, by describing what it is not.  
A contour, as we say. 
And that was the joke.
 
One approach we considered was to ask 
someone to write us a press release for 
a show that didn’t exist, by artists who 
didn’t exist. And then we, as facilita-
tors, would ask artists —”real” artists, the 
kind whose authenticity and signatures 
count — to manufacture those non-pieces, 
produce them as if they were playing the 
part of the imagined artists, and further-
more to sign a document ensuring that 
these were the “works” of the imagined 
artists, and specifically not the work of 
the otherwise name-brand artists who, 
after all, were just following directions. 
Et cetera, et cetera.
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We were pretty sure that everyone       
involved — the imaginary artists, the 
real artists, and the gallery itself — were 
also pretty sure that it wouldn’t work. 
The objects in question would probably 
still squirm their way into “art-ness” as 
soon as we weren’t looking — as things 
in galleries tend to. Nonetheless, we 
thought it was worth a try. 

So, at a Bacchanalian Christmas Party 
we asked Tyler, who always impresses us, 
if he would be so kind as to write a press 
release for a show that didn’t exist, but 
which he wished existed. Very soon there-
after he penned this lovely press release. 
 
(Needless to say we immediately decided 
to scrap the whole “non-art” thing and 
pursue “interpassivity” instead. It seemed 
far funnier.)
 



Press Release

Interpassivity is a commonplace that 
needs no theoretical designation.  The 
term should not exist – nor, for that 
matter, this show.  Yet not infrequently 
are we asked to relate and engage 
in the various containers of culture; 
this exhibition thus serves to remind 
that if art were truly to merge with 
contemporary life, it may grow more 
interpassive than interactive.

Someone has called it a decentering 
more radical than interactivity, in 
depriving us of the kernel of identity.  Our 
pleasures, beliefs, those most intimate 
guilts… the very wax reserved for 
society’s stamp are cast off, delegated, 
performed through the big Other.  The 
laugh track laughs, the media mourns on 
our behalf.
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If a kernel is lump, it must exist.  And if 
valued by weight, all the more ready for 
sale.  We are not alone in making these 
deductions.  Daily on the interpassive 
exchange, one fiction trades for another: 
the possessive individual for community 
(imagined or virtual).  A sense of 
belonging emerges from the aggregation 
of discrete transactions.  We see 
ourselves participating by proxy.           

Is there anything sadder than a human 
being changed into the rubber tube of 
an enema?  These artworks consider 
the possibilities.  One artist, with 
considerable poetic license, describes 
her tubular sketch as a portrait of her 
brother.  

An ale cask has been punctured to make 
room for a head, legs and feet.  This 
drunkard’s cloak, the artist notes, was 
once worn to punitive and comedic effect.  
She has reclaimed this object expressly 



for the exhibition, as a reminder that 
drinking is a pleasure, and art a pain.
In the corner sits a machine that once 
ran an autistic child by remote control.  
The artist has worked from the designs 
of this mechanical boy, fashioning the 
Blinderator that obstructed his vision and 
thought, the oil seal protecting him from 
disembowelment...        

Two headphones play Edison Diamond 
Discs, respectively cataloging the 
laughs and wails of performers.  Why, 
the artist wonders, were these beguiling 
tracks consigned to posterity?  Did our 
ancestors imagine that we would lose 
such affects, and design the discs to 
instruct?

Someone has called it a decentering…
perhaps with contingent effects.  Far 
from just trading away our agency, 
we return certain obligations that we 
should never have been made to keep.  
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The subjects we barely were (or told to 
become) fade from view, clearing a wide 
blank that we fail to use, but which could 
be used. 

So let the big Other do the work.  Give 
back your guilt.  Bask in its glow.  We 
concede that a virtuoso can better 
perform the part, and you are free to 
admire – or not.















“The problem of the subject’s agency in a 
cybernetic system.”

AKA the hilarious problem that you are 
meaningless.

 
 Ever since embarking upon this whole 
“Where” endeavor, in which we look at 
information theory in relation to the pro-
duction of art and its discourse, this issue 
of individual agency has truly dogged us. 

After all, when you privilege the dynamics 
of the system, the physics of information 
flow, and the role of nebulous “forces” 
in generating meaning and cultural mo-
tion, you end up leaving out the indi-
vidual actor, the central figure in Western 
thought. If the subject is just a set of data 
points among zillions, what meaning can 
her perspective have? 
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This is a real problem for those of us who 
continue to believe in personal freedom, 
agency, democracy, and all those good 
liberal values we for some reason or other 
associate with the utopian potential of 
art.

Now, we don’t mean to suggest that inter-
passivity is “real.” It may just be a funny 
idea by Slavoj Žižek to push our buttons. 
But there is something so deeply depress-
ing about how interpassivity works, in the 
way both Slavoj and Tyler deploy it, that 
we felt it had to be a clue to this whole 
agency puzzle. What could better model 
the way the network alienates individuals 
from their own most sacrosanct qualities 
— desire and affect — than interpassive 
exchanges, which reduce those qualities to 
something as fungible as shaving cream. 



Slavoj Žižek

The Interpassive Subject 

Fetish between structure 
and humanism

According to the classic Althusserian 
criticism of the Marxist problematic 
of commodity fetishism, this notion 
relies on the humanist ideological 
opposition of “human persons” versus 
“things.” Is it not one of Marx’s standard 
determinations of fetishism that, in it, 
we are dealing with “relations between 
things (commodities)” instead of 
direct “relations between people,” i.e. 
that, in the fetishist universe, people 
(misperceive their social relations 
in the guise of relations between 
things? Althusserians are fully justified 
in emphasizing how, beneath this 
“ideological” problematic, there is 
another, entirely different — structural 
— concept of fetishism already at 
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work in Marx: at this level, “fetishism” 
designates the short-circuit between 
the formal/differential structure (which 
is by definition “absent,” i.e. it is never 
given “as such” in our experiential 
reality) and a positive element of this 
structure. When we are victims of the 
“fetishist” illusion, we (mis)perceive as 
the immediate/“natural” property of the 
object-fetish that which is conferred 
upon this object on account of its place 
within the structure. The fact that money 
enables us to buy things on the market, 
is not a direct property of the object-
money, but results from the structural 
place of money within the complex 
structure of socio-economic relations; 
we do not relate to a certain person as 
to a “king” because this person is “in 
himself” (on account of his charismatic 
character or something similar) a king, 
but because he occupies the place of 
a king within the set of socio-symbolic 
relations; etc.etc.



Our point, however, is that these two 
levels of the notion of fetishism are 
necessarily connected: they form the two 
constitutive sides of the very concept 
of fetishism; which is why one cannot 
simply devalue the first as ideological, 
in contrast to the second as properly 
theoretical (or “scientific”). To make 
this point clear, one should reformulate 
the first feature in a much more radical 
way. Beneath the apparently humanist-
ideological opposition of “human beings” 
and “things,” there lurks another, 
much more productive notion, that 
of the mystery of substitution and/or 
displacement: how is it ontologically 
possible that the innermost “relations 
between people” can be displaced onto 
(or substituted by) “relations between 
things”? That is to say, is it not a 
basic feature of the Marxian notion of 
commodity fetishism that “things believe 
instead of us, in the place of us”? The 
point worth repeating again and again 
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is that, in Marx’s notion of fetishism, 
the place of the fetishist inversion 
is not in what people think they are 
doing, but in their social activity itself: 
a typical bourgeois subject is, in terms 
of his conscious attitude, an utilitarian 
nominalist — it is in his social activity, in 
exchange on the market, that he acts as 
if commodities were not simple objects, 
but objects endowed with special 
powers, full of “theological whimsies.” In 
other words, people are well aware how 
things really stand, they know very well 
that the commodity-money is nothing but 
a reified form of the appearance of social 
relations, i.e. that, beneath the “relations 
between things,” there are “relations 
between people” — the paradox is that, 
in their social activity, they act as if they 
do not know this, and follow the fetishist 
illusion. The fetishist belief, the fetishist 
inversion, is displaced onto things, it 
is embodied in what Marx calls “social 
relations between things.” And the 



crucial mistake to be avoided here, is 
the properly “humanist” notion that this 
belief, embodied in things, displaced 
onto things, is nothing but a reified 
form of direct human belief: the task of 
the phenomenological reconstitution 
of the genesis of “reification,” is then 
to demonstrate how original human 
belief was transposed onto things… 
The paradox to be maintained is that 
displacement is original and constitutive: 
there is no immediate, self-present 
living subjectivity to whom the belief 
embodied in “social things” can be 
attributed, and who is then dispossesed 
of it. There are some beliefs, the most 
fundamental ones, which are from the 
very outset “decentered,” beliefs of the 
Other; the phenomenon of the “subject 
supposed to believe,” is thus universal 
and structurally necessary. From the very 
outset, the speaking subject displaces 
his belief onto the big Other qua the 
order of pure semblance, so that the 
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subject never “really believed in it”; from 
the very beginning, the subject refers 
to some decentered other to whom he 
imputes this belief. All concrete versions 
of this “subject supposed to believe” 
(from small children for whose sake 
parents pretend to believe in Santa 
Claus, to the “ordinary working people” 
for whose sake Communist intellectuals 
pretend to believe in Socialism) are 
stand-ins for the big Other. So, what 
one should answer to the conservative 
platitude according to which every 
honest man has a profound need to 
believe in something, is that every honest 
man has a profound need to find another 
subject who would believe in his place…



The subject 
supposed to believe

In order to properly determine the scope 
of this notion of the subject supposed to 
believe as the fundamental, constitutive 
feature of the symbolic order, one should 
oppose it to another, better known, 
notion, that of the subject supposed 
to know: when Lacan speaks of the 
subject supposed to know, one usually 
fails to notice how this notion is not 
the standard, but the exception, which 
gains its value in contrast to the subject 
supposed to believe as the standard 
feature of the symbolic order. So, what 
is the “subject supposed to know”? 
In the TV-series Columbo, the crime 
(the act of murder) is shown in detail 
in advance, so that the enigma to be 
resolved is not that of “whodunit?”, but 
of how the detective will establish the 
link between the deceitful surface (the 
“manifest content” of the crime scene) 
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and the truth about the crime (its “latent 
thought”), how he will prove to the 
culprit his or her guilt. The success of 
Columbo thus attests to the fact that the 
true source of interest in the detective’s 
work, is the process of deciphering 
itself, not its result (the triumphant final 
revelation “And the murderer is…” is 
completely lacking here, since we know 
this from the very outset). Even more 
crucial than this feature is the fact that 
not only do we, the spectators, know in 
advance who did it (since we directly 
see it), but, inexplicably, the detective 
Columbo himself immediately knows it: 
the moment he visits the scene of the 
crime and encounters the culprit, he is 
absolutely certain, he simply knows that 
the culprit did it. His subsequent effort 
thus concerns, not the enigma “who 
did it?”, but how should he prove this to 
the culprit. This reversal of the “normal” 
order has clear theological connotations: 
the same as in true religion where I first 



believe in God and then, on the ground 
of my belief, become susceptible to the 
proofs of the truth of my faith; here also, 
Columbo first knows with a mysterious, 
but nonetheless absolutely infallible 
certainty, who did it, and then, on the 
basis of this inexplicable knowledge, 
proceeds to gather proofs… And, in a 
slightly different way, this is what the 
analyst qua “subject supposed to know” 
is about: when the analysand enters 
into a transferential relationship with 
the analyst, he has the same absolute 
certainty that the analyst knows his 
secret (which only means that the patient 
is a priori “guilty,” that there is a secret 
meaning to be drawn from his acts). The 
analyst is thus not an empiricist, probing 
the patient with different hypotheses, 
searching for proofs, etc.; he embodies 
the absolute certainty (which Lacan 
compares with the certainty of Descartes’ 
cogito ergo sum) of the analysand’s 
“guilt,” i.e. of his unconscious desire.
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The two notions, that of the subject 
supposed to believe and that of the 
subject supposed to know, are not 
symmetrical since belief and knowledge 
themselves are not symmetrical: at its 
most radical, the status of the (Lacanian) 
big Other qua symbolic institution, is that 
of belief (trust), not that of knowledge, 
since belief is symbolic and knowledge 
is real (the big Other involves, and relies 
on, a fundamental “trust”). The two 
subjects are thus not symmetrical since 
belief and knowledge themselves are not 
symmetrical: belief is always minimally 
“reflective,” a “belief in the belief of the 
other” (“I still believe in Communism” 
is the equivalent of saying “I believe 
there are still people who believe in 
Communism”), while knowledge is 
precisely not knowledge about the fact 
that there is another who knows. For 
this reason, I can BELIEVE through the 
other, but I cannot KNOW through the 
other. That is to say, due to the inherent 



reflectivity of belief, when another 
believes in my place, I myself believe 
through him; knowledge is not reflective 
in the same way, i.e. when the other is 
supposed to know, I do not know through 
him.

According to a well-known 
anthropological anecdote, the 
“primitives” to whom one attributed 
certain “superstitious beliefs,” when 
directly asked about them, answered that 
“some people believe…”, immediately 
displacing their belief, transferring it 
onto another. And, again, are we not 
doing the same with our children: we go 
through the ritual of Santa Claus, since 
our children (are supposed to) believe 
in it and we do not want to disappoint 
them. Is this not also the usual excuse 
of the mythical crooked or cynical 
politician who turns honest? — “I cannot 
disappoint them (the mythical “ordinary 
people”) who believe in it (or in me).” 
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And, furthermore, is this need to find 
another who “really believes,” also not 
that which propels us in our need to 
stigmatize the Other as a (religious or 
ethnic) “fundamentalist”? In an uncanny 
way, belief always seems to function in 
the guise of such a “belief at a distance”: 
in order for the belief to function, there 
has to be some ultimate guarantor of it, 
yet this guarantor is always deferred, 
displaced, never present in persona. 
How, then, is belief possible? How is 
this vicious cycle of deferred belief cut 
short? The point, of course, is that the 
subject who directly believes, needs 
not exist for the belief to be operative: 
it is enough precisely to presuppose its 
existence, i.e. to believe in it, either in 
the guise of the mythological founding 
figure who is not part of our experiential 
reality, or in the guise of the impersonal 
“one” (“one believes…”). The crucial 
mistake to be avoided here is, again, 
the properly “humanist” notion that this 



belief embodied in things, displaced 
onto things, is nothing but a reified 
form of a direct human belief, in which 
case the task of the phenomenological 
reconstitution of the genesis of 
“reification” would be to demonstrate 
how the original human belief was 
transposed onto things… The paradox 
to be maintained, in contrast to such 
attempts at phenomenological genesis, 
is that displacement is original and 
constitutive: there is no immediate, self-
present living subjectivity to whom the 
belief embodied in “social things” can be 
attributed and who is then dispossessed 
of it.

Je sais bien, mais quand meme… 
/I believe/: therein resides the 
dilemma — either we play the Jungian 
obscurantist game of “let’s not focus 
on our superficial rational knowledge, 
let’s embrace the profound archetypal 
beliefs which form the foundation of our 
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being,” or we embark on a difficult road 
to give an account of these beliefs in 
knowledge. It was already Kierkegaard 
who rendered the ultimate paradox of 
belief: he emphasized that the apostle 
preaches the need to believe and asks 
that we accept his belief upon his word; 
he never offers “hard proofs” destined 
to convince non-believers. For this 
reason, the reluctance of the Church 
in facing material which may prove or 
disprove its claims, is more ambiguous 
than it may appear. In the case of the 
Turin shroud which allegedly contains 
the contours of the crucified Jesus, and 
thus his almost photographic portrait, 
it is too simple to read the Church’s 
reluctance as expressing the fear that 
the shroud will turn out to be a fake 
from a later period — perhaps, it would 
be even more horrifying if the shroud 
were proven to be authentic, since this 
positivist “verification” of the belief would 
undermine its status and deprive it of its 



charisma. Belief can only thrive in the 
shadowy domain between outright falsity 
and positive truth. The Jansenist notion 
of miracle bears witness to the fact that 
they were fully aware of this paradox: for 
them, miracle is an event which has the 
quality of a miracle only in the eyes of the 
believer — to the commonsense eyes of 
an infidel, it appears as a purely natural 
coincidence. It is thus far too simple to 
read this reluctance of the Church as an 
attempt to avoid the objective testing of 
the truth of a miracle: the point is rather 
that the miracle is inherently linked to 
the fact of belief — there is no neutral 
miracle to convince cynical infidels. Or, 
to put it in another way, the fact that 
the miracle appears as such only to 
believers, is a sign of God’s power, not of 
His impotence…
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The primordial substitution

This relationship of substitution is not 
limited to beliefs: the same goes for 
every one of the subject’s innermost 
feelings and attitudes, inclusive of 
crying and laughing. Suffice it to 
recall the old enigma of transposed/
displaced emotions at work from the 
so-called “weepers” (women hired to cry 
at funerals) in “primitive” societies, to 
the “canned laughter” on a TV-screen, 
and to adopting a screen persona in 
cyberspace. When I construct a “false” 
image of myself which stands for me in a 
virtual community in which I participate 
(in sexual games, for example, a shy 
man often assumes the screen persona 
of an attractive promiscuous woman), 
the emotions I feel and “feign” as part 
of my screen persona are not simply 
false: although (what I experience as) 
my “true self” does not feel them, they 
are nonetheless in a sense “true” — the 



same as with watching a TV mini-series 
with canned laughter where, even if I 
do not laugh, but simply stare at the 
screen, tired after a hard days work, 
I nonetheless feel relieved after the 
show… This is what the Lacanian notion 
of “decentrement,” of the decentered 
subject, aims at: my most intimate 
feelings can be radically externalized, 
I can literally “laugh and cry through 
another.”

And is the primordial version of 
this substitution by means of which 
“somebody else does it for me,” not the 
very substitution of a signifier for the 
subject? In such a substitution resides 
the basic, constitutive feature of the 
symbolic order: a signifier is precisely an 
object-thing which substitutes me, which 
acts in my place. The so-called primitive 
religions in which another human being 
can take upon himself my suffering, my 
punishment (but also my laughter, my 
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enjoyment…), i.e. in which one can suffer 
and pay the price for a sin through the 
Other (up to prayer wheels which do the 
praying for you), are not as stupid and 
“primitive” as they may seem — they 
harbor a momentous liberating potential. 
By way of surrendering my innermost 
content, inclusive of my dreams and 
anxieties, to the Other, a space opens up 
in which I am free to breathe: when the 
Other laughs for me, I am free to take a 
rest; when the Other is sacrificed instead 
of me, I am free to go on living with the 
awareness that I did pay for my guilt; 
etc.etc. The efficiency of this operation 
of substitution resides in the Hegelian 
reflective reversal: when the Other is 
sacrificed for me, I sacrifice myself 
through the Other; when the Other acts 
for me, I myself act through the Other; 
when the Other enjoys for me, I myself 
enjoy through the Other. Like, in the good 
old joke about the difference between 
Soviet-style bureaucratic Socialism 



and the Yugoslav self-management 
Socialism: in Russia, members of the 
nomenklatura, the representatives of 
the ordinary people, drive themselves 
in expensive limousines, while in 
Yugoslavia, ordinary people themselves 
ride in limousines through their 
representatives. This liberating potential 
of mechanical rituals is also clearly 
discernible in our modern experience: 
every intellectual knows of the redeeming 
value of being temporarily subjected to 
the military drill, to the requirements of 
a “primitive” physical job, or to some 
similar externally regulated labour — the 
very awareness that the Other regulates 
the process in which I participate, sets 
my mind free to roam, since I know 
I am not involved. The Foucauldian 
motif of the interconnection between 
discipline and subjective freedom thus 
appears in a different light: by submitting 
myself to some disciplinatory machine, 
I, as it were, transfer to the Other the 
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responsibility to maintain the smooth 
run of things, and thus gain the precious 
space in which to exercise my freedom…

The one who originally “does it for 
me” is the signifier itself in its external 
materiality, from the “canned prayer” 
in the Tibetan prayer wheel to the 
“canned laughter” on our TV: the basic 
feature of the symbolic order qua “big 
Other,” is that it is never simply a tool 
or means of communication, since it 
“decenters” the subject from within, in 
the sense of accomplishing his act for 
him. This gap between the subject and 
the signifier which “does it for him,” is 
clearly discernible in common everyday 
experience: when a person slips, 
another person standing next to him 
and merely observing the accident, can 
accompany it with “Oops!” or something 
similar. The mystery of this everyday 
occurrence is that, when the other does 
it for me, instead of me, the symbolic 



efficiency of it is exactly the same as in 
the case of my doing it directly. Therein 
resides the paradox of the notion of the 
“performative,” or speech act: in the 
very gesture of accomplishing an act by 
way of uttering words, I am deprived of 
authorship, the “big Other” (the symbolic 
institution) speaks through me. It is no 
wonder then, that there is something 
puppet-like about the persons whose 
professional function is essentially 
performative (judges, kings…): they are 
reduced to a living embodiment of the 
symbolic institution, i.e. their sole duty is 
to “dot the i’s” mechanically, to confer on 
some content elaborated by others, the 
institutional cachet. The later Lacan is 
fully justified in reserving the term “act” 
for something much more suicidal and 
real than a speech act.

This mystery of the symbolic order is 
exemplified by the enigmatic status of 
what we call “politeness”: when, upon 
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meeting an acquaintance, I say “Glad 
to see you! How are you today?”, it is 
clear to both of us that, in a way, I “do 
not mean it seriously” (if my partner 
suspects that I am really interested, he 
may even be unpleasantly surprised, 
as though I were aiming at something 
too intimate and of no concern to me 
— or, to paraphrase the old Freudian 
joke, “Why are you saying you’re glad to 
see me, when you’re really glad to see 
me!?”). However, it would nonetheless 
be wrong to designate my act as simply 
“hypocritical,” since, in another way, I 
do mean it: the polite exchange does 
establish a kind of pact between the 
two of us; in the same sense as I do 
“sincerely” laugh through the canned 
laughter (the proof of it being the fact 
that I effectively do “feel relieved” 
afterwards).



If we radicalize in this way the 
relationship of substitution (i.e. the first 
aspect of the notion of fetishism), then 
the connection between the two aspects, 
the opposition “persons versus things,” 
their relation of substitution (“things 
instead of people,” or one person 
instead of another, or a signifier instead 
of the signified…), and the opposition 
“structure versus one of its elements,” 
becomes clear: the differential/formal 
structure occluded by the element-
fetish, can only emerge if the gesture 
of substitution has already occurred. 
In other words, the structure is always, 
by definition, a signifying structure, 
a structure of signifiers which are 
substituted for the signified content, 
not a structure of the signified. For the 
differential/formal structure to emerge, 
the real has to redouble itself in the 
symbolic register; a reduplicatio has to 
occur, on account of which things no 
longer count as what they directly “are,” 
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but only with regard to their symbolic 
place. This primordial substitution of the 
big Other, the Symbolic Order, for the 
Real of the immediate life-substance 
(in Lacanian terms: of A — le grand 
Autre — for J — jouissance), gives rise 
to $, to the “barred subject” who is then 
“represented” by the signifiers, i.e. on 
whose behalf signifiers “act,” who acts 
through signifiers…

Interpassivity

Against this background, one is tempted 
to supplement the fashionable notion 
of “interactivity,” with its shadowy 
and much more uncanny supplement/
double, the notion of “interpassivity.” 
That is to say, it is commonplace to 
emphasize how, with new electronic 
media, the passive consumption of a 
text or a work of art is over: I no longer 
merely stare at the screen, I increasingly 



interact with it, entering into a dialogic 
relationship with it (from choosing 
the programs, through participating 
in debates in a Virtual Community, to 
directly determining the outcome of the 
plot in so-called “interactive narratives”). 
Those who praise the democratic 
potential of new media, generally focus 
on precisely these features: on how 
cyberspace opens up the possibility for 
the large majority of people to break 
out of the role of the passive observer 
following the spectacle staged by others, 
and to participate actively not only 
in the spectacle, but more and more 
in establishing the very rules of the 
spectacle… Is, however, the other side 
of this interactivity not interpassivity? Is 
the necessary obverse of my interacting 
with the object instead of just passively 
following the show, not the situation 
in which the object itself takes from 
me, deprives me of, my own passive 
reaction of satisfaction (or mourning or 
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laughter), so that is is the object itself 
which “enjoys the show” instead of 
me, relieving me of the superego duty 
to enjoy myself… Do we not witness 
“interpassivity” in a great number of 
today’s publicity spots or posters which, 
as it were, passively enjoy the product 
instead of us ? (Coke cans containing 
the inscription “Ooh!Ooh! What taste!”, 
emulate in advance the ideal customer’s 
reaction.) Another strange phenomenon 
brings us closer to the heart of the 
matter: almost every VCR aficionado 
who compulsively records hundreds 
of movies (myself among them), is 
well aware that the immediate effect of 
owning a VCR, is that one effectively 
watches less films than in the good old 
days of a simple TV set without a VCR; 
one never has time for TV, so, instead 
of losing a precious evening, one simply 
tapes the film and stores it for a future 
viewing (for which, of course, there is 
almost never time…). So, although I 



do not actually watch films, the very 
awareness that the films I love are stored 
in my video library gives me a profound 
satisfaction and, occasionally, enables 
me to simply relax and indulge in the 
exquisite art of far’niente — as if the 
VCR is in a way watching them for me, 
in my place… VCR stands here for the 
“big Other,” for the medium of symbolic 
registration.

Is the Western liberal academic’s 
obsession with the suffering in Bosnia 
not the outstanding recent example 
of interpassive suffering? One can 
authentically suffer through reports 
on rapes and mass killings in Bosnia, 
while calmly pursuing one’s academic 
career… Another standard example of 
interpassivity is provided by the role of 
the “madman” within a pathologically 
distorted intersubjective link (say, a 
family whose repressed traumas explode 
in the mental breakdown of one of its 
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members): when a group produces a 
madman, do they not shift upon him 
the necessity to passively endure the 
suffering which belongs to all of them? 
Furthermore, is the ultimate example of 
interpassivity not the “absolute example” 
(Hegel) itself, that of Christ who took 
upon himself the (deserved) suffering of 
humanity? Christ redeemed us all not by 
acting for us, but by assuming the burden 
of the ultimate passive experience. (The 
difference between activity and passivity, 
of course, is often blurred: weeping as 
an act of public mourning is not simply 
passive, it is passivity transformed into 
an active ritualized symbolic practice.) 
In the political domain, one of the recent 
outstanding examples of “interpassivity,” 
is the multiculturalist Leftist intellectual’s 
“apprehension” about how even the 
Muslims, the great victims of the 
Yugoslav war, are now renouncing the 
multi-ethnic pluralist vision of Bosnia 
and conceding to the fact that, if Serbs 



and Croats want their clearly defined 
ethnic units, they too want an ethnic 
space of their own. This Leftist’s “regret” 
is multiculturalist racism at its worst: as 
if Bosnians were not literally pushed into 
creating their own ethnic enclave by the 
way that the “liberal” West has threated 
them in the last five years. However, what 
interests us here is how the “multi-ethnic 
Bosnia” is only the latest in the series 
of mythical figures of the Other through 
which Western Leftist intellectuals have 
acted out their ideological fantasies: 
this intellectual is “multi-ethnic” through 
Bosnians, breaks out of the Cartesian 
paradigm by admiring Native American 
wisdom, etc., the same way as in past 
decades, when they were revolutionaries 
by admiring Cuba, or “democratic 
socialists” by endorsing the myth of 
Yugoslav “self-management” socialist 
as “something special,” a genuine 
democratic breakthrough… In all of 
these cases, they have continued to 
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lead their undisturbed upper-middle-
class academic existence, while doing 
their progressive duty through the 
Other. — This paradox of interpassivity, 
of believing or enjoying through the 
other, also opens up a new approach to 
aggressivity: what sets aggressivity in 
motion in a subject, is when the other 
subject, through which the first subject 
believed or enjoyed, does something 
which disturbs the functioning of 
this transference. See, for example, 
the attitude of some Western Leftist 
academics towards the disintegration of 
Yugoslavia: since the fact that the people 
of ex-Yugoslavia rejected (“betrayed”) 
Socialism disturbed the belief of these 
academics, i.e. prevented them from 
persisting in their belief in “authentic” 
self-management Socialism through the 
Other which realizes it, everyone who 
does not share their Yugo-nostalgic 
attitude was dismissed as a proto-Fascist 
nationalist.



The subject supposed to enjoy

Did we not, however, confuse different 
phenomena under the same title of 
interpassivity? Is there not a crucial 
distinction between the Other taking 
over from me the “dull” mechanical 
aspect of routine duties, and the Other 
taking over from me and thus depriving 
me of enjoyment? Is “to be relieved of 
one’s enjoyment” not a meaningless 
paradox, at best a euphemisn for simply 
being deprived of it? Is enjoyment not 
something that, precisely, cannot be 
done through the Other? Already at 
the level of elementary psychological 
observation, one can answer to this by 
recalling the deep satisfaction a subject 
(a parent, for example) can obtain from 
the awareness that his or her beloved 
daughter or son is really enjoying 
something; a loving parent can literally 
enjoy through the Other’s enjoyment… 
However, there is a much more uncanny 
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phenomenon at work here: the only way 
really to account for the satisfaction and 
liberating potential of being able to enjoy 
through the Other, i.e. of being relieved 
of one’s enjoyment and displacing it onto 
the Other, is to accept that enjoyment 
itself is not an immediate spontaneous 
state, but is sustained by a superego-
imperative: as Lacan emphasized again 
and again, the ultimate content of the 
superego-injunction is “Enjoy!” In order 
to properly grasp this paradox, one 
should first elucidate the opposition 
between the (public symbolic) Law and 
the superego. The public Law “between 
the lines” silently tolerates, incites even, 
what its explicit text prohibits (say, 
adultery), while the superego injunction 
which ordains jouissance, through the 
very directness of its order, hinders 
the subject’s access to it much more 
efficiently than any prohibition. Let us 
recall the figure of the father who advises 
his son on sexual exploits: if the father 



warns him against it, formally prohibits 
him from dating girls, etc., he, of course, 
between the lines only propels the 
son to do it, i.e. to find satisfaction in 
violating the paternal prohibition; if, on 
the contrary, the father in an obscene 
way directly pushes him to “behave like a 
man” and seduce girls, the actual effect 
of this will probably be the opposite (the 
son’s withdrawal, shame of the obscene 
father, impotence even…). Perhaps, 
the briefest way to render the superego 
paradox is the injunction “Like it or 
not, enjoy yourself!” Suffice it to recall 
a father who works hard to organize 
a family holiday and, after a series of 
postponements, tired of it all, shouts at 
his children: “Now you better enjoy it!” 
On a holiday trip, it is quite common to 
feel a superego compulsion to enjoy, 
one “must have fun” — one feels guilty if 
one doesn’t enjoy it. (In the Eisenhower 
era of “happy 50’s,” this compulsion 
was elevated to the everyday patriotic 
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duty, or, as one of the public ideologues 
put it: “Not to be happy today is un-
American.”) The Japanese have perhaps 
found a unique way out of this deadlock 
of the superego: to bravely confront the 
paradox by way of directly organizing 
“fun” as part of your everyday duty, so 
that, when the official, organized fun 
activity is over, you are relieved of your 
duty and are finally free to really have 
fun, to really relax and enjoy… Another 
attempt to resolve this same deadlock 
is the typical hysterical strategy of 
changing (suspending) the symbolic 
link while pretending that nothing has 
changed in reality: a husband, say, who 
divorces his wife and then continues to 
regularly visit her house and kids as if 
nothing had happened, feeling not only 
as at home as before, but even more 
relaxed; since the symbolic obligation 
to the family is undone, now he can 
really take it easy and enjoy it… like 
the Japanese who can enjoy once the 



injunction to enjoy is over. Against this 
background, it is easy to discern the 
liberating potential of being relieved of 
enjoyment: in this way, one is relieved of 
the monstruous duty to enjoy.

— In a closer analysis, one would thus 
have to distinguish between two types of 
“the Other doing (or, rather, enduring) it 
for me”:

— in the case of commodity fetishism, 
our belief is deposed onto the Other: 
I think I do not believe, but I believe 
through the Other. The gesture of 
criticism here consists in the assertion 
of identity: no, it is YOU who believes 
through the Other (in the theological 
whimsies of commodities, in Santa 
Claus…).

— in the case of a video-recorder 
viewing and enjoying a film for me (or of 
the canned laughter, or of the weepers 
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who cry and mourn for you, or of the 
Tibetan prayer wheel) the situation is the 
obverse: you think you enjoyed the show, 
but the Other did it for you. The gesture 
of criticism here is that, no, it was NOT 
YOU who laughed, it was the Other (the 
TV set) who did it.

Is the key to this distinction not that we 
are dealing here with the opposition 
between belief and jouissance, between 
the Symbolic and the Real? In the case 
of (symbolic) belief, you disavow the 
identity (you do not recognize yourself in 
the belief which is yours); in the case of 
(real) jouissance, you misrecognize the 
decenterment in what you (mis)perceive 
as “your own” jouissance. — Perhaps, 
the fundamental attitude which defines 
the subject is neither that of passivity nor 
that of autonomous activity, but precisely 
that of interpassivity. This interpassivity 
is to be opposed to the Hegelian List 
der Vernunft (“cunning of Reason”): in 



the case of the “cunning of Reason,” I 
am active through the other, i.e. I can 
remain passive, while the Other does 
it for me (like the Hegelian Idea which 
remains outside of the conflict, letting 
human passions do the work for it); in 
the case of interpassivity, I am passive 
through the other, i.e. I accede to the 
other the passive aspect (of enjoying), 
while I can remain actively engaged (I 
can continue to work in the evening, 
while the VCR passively enjoys for me; 
I can make financial arrangements 
for the deceased’s fortune while the 
weepers mourn for me). This allows us 
to propose the notion of false activity: 
you think you are active, while your 
true position, as it is embodied in the 
fetish, is passive… Do we not encounter 
something akin to this false activity in 
the paradox of Predestination (the very 
fact that things are decided in advance, 
i.e. that our attitude to Fate is that of a 
passive victim, instigates us to engage 
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ourselves in incessant frenetic activity), 
as well as in the typical strategy of the 
obsessional neurotic which also involves 
a “false activity”: he is frantically active 
in order to prevent the real thing from 
happening (in a group situation in which 
some tension threatens to explode, the 
obsessional talks all the time, tells jokes, 
etc., in order to prevent the awkward 
moment of silence which would make 
the participants aware of the underlying 
tension).

The object which gives body to the 
surplus-enjoyment fascinates the 
subject, it reduces him to a passive gaze 
impotently gaping at the object; this 
relationship, of course, is experienced 
by the subject as something shameful, 
unworthy. Being directly transfixed 
by the object, passively submitting to 
its power of fascination, is something 
ultimately unbearable: the open display 
of the passive attitude of “enjoying it,” 



somehow deprives the subject of his 
dignity. Interpassivity is therefore to be 
conceived as the primordial form of the 
subject’s defense against jouissance: 
I defer jouissance to the Other who 
passively endures it (laughs, suffers, 
enjoys…) on my behalf. In this precise 
sense, the effect of the subject supposed 
to enjoy, i.e. the gesture of transposing 
one’s jouissance to the Other, is perhaps 
even more primordial than that of the 
“subject supposed to know,” or the 
“subject supposed to believe.” Therein 
resides the libidinal strategy of a pervert 
who assumes the position of the pure 
instrument of the Other’s jouissance: for 
the (male) pervert, the sexual act (coitus) 
involves a clear division of labour in 
which he reduces himself to a pure tool 
of her enjoyment; he is doing the hard 
work, accomplishing the active gestures, 
while the woman, transported in ecstasy, 
passively endures it and stares into the 
air… In the course of the psychoanalytic 
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treatment, the subject has to learn 
to assume directly his relationship 
to the object which gives body to his 
jouissance, bypassing the proxy who 
enjoys at his place, instead of him. The 
disavowed fundamental passivity of my 
being is structured in the fundamental 
fantasy which, although a priori 
inaccessible to me, regulates the way 
I relate to jouissance. For that precise 
reason, it is impossible for the subject to 
assume his fundamental fantasy without 
undergoing the radical experience of 
“subjective destitution”: in assuming my 
fundamental fantasy, I take upon myself 
the passive kernel of my being, i.e. 
the kernel the distance towards which 
sustains my subjective activity.

The substitution of the object for the 
subject is thus in a way even more 
primordial than the substitution of the 
signifier for the subject: if the signifier 
is the form of “being active through 



another,” the object is the form of 
“being passive through another,” i.e. 
the object is primordially that which 
suffers, endures it, for me, in my 
place — in short, that which enjoys 
for me. So what is unbearable in my 
encounter with the object is that in it, 
I see myself in the guise of a suffering 
object: what reduces me to a fascinated 
passive observer is the scene of myself 
passively enduring it… Far from being 
an excessive phenomenon which occurs 
only in extreme “pathological” situations, 
interpassivity, in its opposition to 
interactivity (not in the standard sense 
of interacting with the medium, but in 
the sense of another doing it for me, 
in my place), is thus the feature which 
defines the most elementary level, the 
necessary minimum, of subjectivity: in 
order to be an active subject, I have to 
get rid of — and transpose onto the other 
— the inert passivity which contains the 
density of my substantial being. In this 
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precise sense, the opposition signifier/
object overlaps with the opposition 
interactivity/interpassivity: signifier is 
interactive, it is active on my behalf, at 
my place, while object is interpassive, 
it suffers for me. Transposing onto 
another my very passive experience is a 
much more uncanny phenomenon than 
that of being active through another: in 
interpassivity, I am decentered in a much 
more radical way than in interactivity, 
since interpassivity deprives me of the 
very kernel of my substantial identity.

Consequently, the basic matrix of 
interpassivity follows from the very 
notion of subject as the pure activity 
of (self)positing, as the fluidity of pure 
Becoming, devoid of any positive, firm 
Being: if I am to function as pure activity, 
I have to externalize my (passive) 
Being — in short: I have to be passive 
through another. This inert object 
which “is” my Being, in which my inert 



Being is externalized, is the Lacanian 
objet petit a. Insofar as the elementary, 
constitutive structure of subjectivity 
is hysterical, i.e. insofar as hysteria is 
defined by the question “What am I for 
an object (in the eyes of the Other, for 
the Other’s desire)?”, it confronts us 
with interpassivity at its purest: what the 
hysterical subject is unable to accept, 
what gives rise to an unbearable anxiety 
in him, is the presentiment that the 
Other(s) perceive him in the passivity of 
his Being, as an object to be exchanged, 
enjoyed or otherwise “manipulated.” 
Therein lies the “ontological axiom” of 
Lacanian subjectivity: the more I am 
active, the more I must be passive at 
another place, i.e. the more there must 
be another object which is passive in 
my place, on my behalf. (This axiom is 
realized in its utmost simplicity in the 
proverbial high manager who, from 
time to time, feels compelled to visit 
prostitutes to be exposed to masochist 
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rituals and “treated as a mere object.”) 
The theoretical problem which arises 
here, is the one formulated long ago 
by Adorno (and to which he proposed 
his solution of “angstlose Passivitaet /
passivity without anxiety/”: is it possible 
for the subject to be passive towards the 
domain of objects, to acknowledge the 
“primacy of the object,” without falling 
prey to fetishism? In Lacanian terms, the 
same problem should be reformulated 
as: does objet petit a always and 
necessarily function as a fetishist 
object, as the object whose fascinating 
presence covers up the lack of castration 
(the small a over minus phi of castration, 
in Lacan’s mathemes)?

Sexual difference

Crucial here is the reflective reversal 
of “the Other does it for me, instead of 
me, in the place of me,” into “I myself 



am doing it through the Other”: this 
reversal renders the minimal condition 
of subjectivity, i.e. the attitude which 
constitutes subjectivity is not “I am the 
active autonomous agent who is doing 
it,” but “when another is doing it for me, 
I myself am doing it through him” (a 
woman who is doing it through her man, 
etc.). This reversal is repeatedly at work 
in the Hegelian dialectical process, in 
the guise of the reversal of determining 
reflection into reflective determination. 
As is known, determining reflection 
is the dialectical unity of positing and 
external reflection. At the level of the 
subject’s activity, “positing reflection” 
occurs when I am directly active; in 
“external reflection,” the Other is active 
and I merely passively observe it. 
When the Other does it for me, instead 
of me, when he acts as my proxy, my 
relationship towards him becomes that 
of determining reflection, i.e. external 
and positing reflection already overlap 
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in it (the very act of observing the Other 
doing it for me, the moment of external 
reflection, makes me aware that he is 
doing it for me, that, in this sense, I 
myself “posited” his activity, that his 
activity is “mediated” by my subjective 
position); it is only when I posit direct 
identity between the Other’s and my 
activity, i.e. when I conceive of myself 
as the truly active party, as the one 
who is doing it through the Other, that 
we pass from determining reflection 
to reflective determination (since, at 
this level, the Other’ activity is not only 
determined by my reflection, but directly 
posited as my reflective determination). 
Or, to refer again to the Yugoslav joke: 
we are dealing here with the shift from 
“representatives of the people who drive 
limousines in the place of the ordinary 
people” to “ordinary people themselves 
who drive limousines through their 
representatives”… In the domain of 
jouissance, this shift is a shift from the 



Other enjoying it instead of me, at my 
place, to myself enjoying it through the 
Other.

This paradox also allows us to throw 
some new light on sexual difference. 
When, at the outset of his argumentation 
for distributive justice, John Rawls 
states that his hypothesis excludes the 
presence of envy in rational subjects, 
he thereby excludes desire itself in its 
constitutive mediation with the Other’s 
desire. However, the logic of “envy” 
is not the same for both sexes. How, 
then, does “desire is the desire of the 
Other” differ in the case of men and 
women? The masculine version is, to 
put it simply, that of competition/envy: 
“I want it because you want it, insofar as 
you want it,” i.e. what confers the value 
of desirability on an object is that it is 
already desired by another. The aim here 
is the ultimate destruction of the Other, 
which, of course, then renders the object 
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worthless — therein resides the paradox 
of the male dialectic of desire. The 
feminine version, on the contrary, is that 
of “I desire through the Other,” in both 
senses of “let the Other do it (possess 
and enjoy the object, etc.) for me” (let my 
husband, my son… succeed for me), as 
well as “I only desire what he desires, I 
only want to fulfill his desire” (Antigone 
who only wants to fulfill the desire of the 
Other in accomplishing the proper burial 
of her brother).

The thesis that a man tends to act 
directly and to assume his act, while a 
woman prefers to act by proxy, letting 
another (or manipulating another into) 
doing it for her, may sound like the worst 
cliché, which gives rise to the notorious 
image of the woman as a natural 
schemer hiding behind man’s back. 
However, what if this cliche nevertheless 
points towards the feminine status of the 
subject? What if the “original” subjective 



gesture, the gesture constitutive of 
subjectivity, is not that of autonomously 
“doing something,” but rather that of the 
primordial substitution, of withdrawing 
and letting another do it for me, in my 
place. Women, much more than men, 
are able to enjoy by proxy, to find deep 
satisfaction in the awareness that their 
beloved partner enjoys (or succeeds or 
in any other way has attained his or her 
goal). In this precise sense, the Hegelian 
“Cunning of Reason” bears witness to 
the resolutely feminine nature of what 
Hegel calls “Reason”: “Look for the 
hidden Reason (which realizes itself in 
the apparent confusion of egotistic direct 
motifs and acts)!”, is Hegel’s version of 
the notorious Cherchez la femme! This, 
then, is how reference to interpassivity 
allows us to complicate the standard 
opposition of man versus woman as 
active versus passive: sexual difference 
is inscribed into the very core of the 
relationship of substitution — woman 
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can remain passive while being active 
through her other, man can be active 
while suffering through his other.

The “objectively subjective”

The ontological paradox, scandal 
even, of these phenomena (whose 
psychoanalytic name, of course, is 
fantasy) resides in the fact that they 
subvert the standard opposition 
of “subjective” and “objective”: of 
course, fantasy is by definition not 
“objective” (in the naïve sense of 
existing independently of the subject’s 
perceptions); however, it is also not 
“subjective” (in the sense of being 
reducible to the subject’s consciously 
experienced intuitions). Fantasy rather 
belongs to the “bizarre category of the 
objectively subjective — the way things 
actually, objectively seem to you even 
if they don’t seem that way to you.” 



When for example, the subject actually 
experiences a series of fantasmatic 
formations which interrelate as so many 
permutations of each other, this series 
is never complete: it is always as if the 
actually experienced series presents 
so many variations of some underlying 
“fundamental” fantasy which is never 
actually experienced by the subject. (In 
Freud’s “A Child Is Being Beaten,” the 
two consciously experienced fantasies 
presuppose and thus relate to a third 
one, “My father is beating me,” which 
was never actually experienced and can 
only be retroactively reconstructed as 
the presupposed reference of — or, in 
this case, the intermediate term between 
— the other two fantasies.) One can 
even go further and claim that, in this 
sense, the Freudian unconscious itself 
is “objectively subjective”: when, for 
example, we claim that someone who is 
consciously well disposed towards Jews, 
nonetheless harbors profound anti-
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Semitic prejudices he is not consciously 
aware of, do we not claim that (insofar 
as these prejudices do not render the 
way Jews really are, but the way they 
appear to him) he is not aware how Jews 
really seem to him? — And this brings 
us back to the mystery of “fetishism”: 
when, by means of a fetish, the subject 
“believes through the other” (i.e. when 
the fetish-thing believes for him, in the 
place of him), we also encounter this 
“bizarre category of the objectively 
subjective”: what the fetish objectivizes 
is “my true belief,” the way things “truly 
seem to me,” although I never effectively 
experience them this way; apropos of 
commodity fetishism, Marx himself 
uses the term “objectively-necessary 
appearance.” So, when a critical 
Marxist encounters a bourgeois subject 
immersed in commodity fetishism, 
the Marxist’s reproach to him is not 
“Commodity may seem to you a magical 
object endowed with special powers, 



but it really is just a reified expression 
of relations between people”; the actual 
Marxist’s reproach is rather “You may 
think that the commodity appears to 
you as a simple embodiment of social 
relations (that, for example, money is 
just a kind of voucher entitling you to a 
part of the social product), but this is 
not how things really seem to you — in 
your social reality, by means of your 
participation in social exchange, you 
bear witness to the uncanny fact that 
a commodity really appears to you as 
a magical object endowed with special 
powers…”

And, at a more general level, is this not 
a characteristic of the symbolic order 
as such? When I encounter a bearer of 
symbolic authority (a father, a judge…), 
my subjective experience of him can 
be that of a corrupted weakling, yet I 
nonetheless treat him with due respect 
because this is how he “objectively 
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appears to me.” Another example: in 
Communist regimes, the semblance 
according to which people supported the 
Party and enthusiastically constructed 
socialism, was not a simple subjective 
semblance (nobody really believed 
in it), but rather a kind of “objective 
semblance,” a semblance materialized 
in the actual social functioning of the 
regime, in the way the ruling ideology 
was materialized in ideological rituals 
and apparatuses. Or, to put it in Hegelian 
terms: the notion of the “objectively 
subjective,” of the semblance conceived 
in the “objective” sense, designates 
the moment when the difference 
between objective reality and subjective 
semblance is reflected within the 
domain of the subjective semblance 
itself. What we obtain in this reflection-
into-semblance of the opposition 
between reality and semblance is 
precisely the paradoxical notion of 
objective semblance, of “how things 



really seem to me.” Therein resides the 
dialectical synthesis between the realm 
of the Objective and the realm of the 
Subjective: not simply in the notion of 
subjective appearance as the mediated 
expression of objective reality, but in the 
notion of a semblance which objectivizes 
itself and starts to function as a “real 
semblance” (the semblance sustained 
by the big Other, the symbolic institution) 
against the mere subjective semblance 
of actual individuals. This is also one of 
the ways in which to specify the meaning 
of Lacan’s assertion of the subject’s 
constitutive “decenterment”: its point 
is not that my subjective experience 
is regulated by objective unconscious 
mechanisms which are “decentered” 
with regard to my self-experience and, 
as such, beyond my control (a point 
asserted by every materialist), but rather 
something much more unsettling — I 
am deprived of even my most intimate 
“subjective” experience, the way 
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things “really seem to me,” that of the 
fundamental fantasy which constitutes 
and guarantees the kernel of my being, 
since I can never consciously experience 
it and assume it… According to the 
standard view, the dimension which is 
constitutive of subjectivity is that of the 
phenomenal (self)experience — I am a 
subject the moment I can say to myself: 
“No matter what unknown mechanism 
governs my acts, perceptions and 
thoughts, nobody can take from me 
what I see and feel now.” Lacan turns 
around this standard view: the “subject 
of the signifier” emerges only when a 
key aspect of the subject’s phenomenal 
(self)experience (his “fundamental 
fantasy”), becomes inaccessible to 
him, i.e. is “primordially repressed.” 
At its most radical, the Unconscious is 
the inaccessible phenomenon, not the 
objective mechanism which regulates my 
phenomenal experience.



The prima facie philosophical 
observation apropos of this paradox, 
of course, would be that modern 
philosophy long ago elaborated such 
a notion of “objectively subjective.” 
Therein resides the whole point of the 
Kantian notion of the “transcendental” 
which precisely designates objectivity, 
insofar as it is “subjectively” mediated/
constituted: Kant again and again 
emphasizes that his transcendental 
idealism has nothing to do with the 
simple subjective phenomenalism, i.e. 
his point is not that there is no objective 
reality, that only subjective appearances 
are accessible to us. There definitely is 
a line which separates objective reality 
from mere subjective impressions, 
and Kant’s problem is precisely, how 
do we pass from the mere multitude 
of subjective impressions to objective 
reality: his answer, of course, is through 
transcendental constitution, i.e. through 
the subject’s synthetic activity. The 
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difference between objective reality 
and mere subjective impressions, is 
thus internal to subjectivity, it is the 
difference between merely subjective 
and objectively subjective… This, 
however, is not what the Lacanian 
notion of fantasy aims at. To grasp this 
difference, one should introduce here the 
seemingly hair-splitting, but nonetheless 
crucial distinction between “subjectively 
objective” and “objectively subjective”: 
the Kantian transcendentally constituted 
reality is subjectively objective (it stands 
for objectivity which is subjectively 
constituted/mediated), while fantasy is 
objectively subjective (it designates an 
innermost subjective content, a product 
of fantasizing, which, paradoxically, is 
“desubjectivized,” rendered inaccessible 
to the subject’s immediate experience).

However, it would be a crucial 
misunderstanding to read this radical 
decentrement involved in the notion 



of fetishism (I am deprived of my 
innermost beliefs, fantasies, etc.) as 
“the end of Cartesian subjectivity.” 
What this deprivation (i.e. the fact that 
a phenomenological reconstitution 
which would generate “reified” belief 
out of the presupposed “first-person” 
belief necessarily fails, the fact that 
substitution is original, the fact that 
even in the cases of the most intimate 
beliefs, fantasies, etc., the big Other can 
“do it for me”) effectively undermines, 
is the standard notion of the so-called 
“Cartesian Theater,” the notion of a 
central Screen of Consciousness which 
forms the focus of subjectivity, and 
where (at a phenomenal level) “things 
really happen.” In clear contrast to 
it, the Lacanian subject qua $, the 
void of self-referential negativity, is 
strictly correlative to the primordial 
decentrement: the very fact that I can be 
deprived of even my innermost psychic 
(“mental”) content, that the big Other (or 
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fetish) can laugh for me, believe for me, 
etc., is what makes me $, the “barred” 
subject, the pure void with no positive 
substantial content. The Lacanian 
subject is thus empty in the radical sense 
of being deprived of even the minimal 
phenomenological support: there is no 
wealth of experiences to fill in its void. 
And Lacan’s wager is that the Cartesian 
reduction of the subject to pure cogito 
already implies such a reduction of 
every substantial content, inclusive of 
my innermost “mental” attitudes — the 
notion of “Cartesian Theater” as the 
original locus of subjectivity is already 
a “reification” of the subject qua $, the 
pure void of negativity. 
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 Our punchline to this neverending 
joke was, of course, to announce the com-
bination code to our gallery doors and 
invite “anyone to do anything” there for 
the month. 

To be fair, and despite the utopian 
claims made by the popular press to the 
contrary, this really wasn’t at all for 
the visitors whose flotsam and jetsam 
burst from the gallery and drooled out its 
front door. “Generosity” is not permitted 
within an interpassive exchange, being as 
it demands a named philanthropist and 
humble recipient. 

So while it was fascinating to see the 
desire for aesthetic action lurking in all of 
us, and to watch the free expression rash 
spread like so much necrotic tissue across 



the walls of our small space, we did not 
do it for the guests. Rather, throwing 
open our doors for one month allowed 
us, the self-appointed gatekeepers, a 
unique opportunity to disengage, un-
decide, and, as much as possible, keep 
our distance. 
 
Of course we knew we were inviting 
existential collapse. After all, our single 
constitutive principle is our capacity as 
“gallerists” to be selective deciders. What 
is left of Where when it has no purpose 
other than to curtail the fires set by 
drunk twenty-somethings who decided to 
hang half-painted potted plants from our 
track lighting? Moreover, we were not 
prepared for our automatic affective 
response, the spontaneous nausea upon 
watching our smooth impeccable white 
walls, and our cultivated email list 
become ground zero for novice graffiti 
and unfiltered aesthetic activity. 
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It is a strange mix of emotions to watch 
organizational suicide unfold on a web-
cam, stranger yet to call it down upon 
yourself. Luckily the magical wonder of 
interpassivity is its endless production of 
silver lining. The apprehension we felt 
in the feverish throws of interpassivity 
reminded us that even in our own alien-
ated position as passive webcam viewers 
— a position shared by the vast majority 
of our audience — we were nevertheless 
responsible for what was going on.

Disgust is the antidote for every system’s 
tendency to alienate individual actors 
from themselves: That rising taste of 
bile which brings you back.
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 It wasn’t enough for us to look in-
ward and down, to open our doors, as the 
receiving agent of an interpassive experi-
ence. It was also incumbent on us to look 
outward and “up” and offer our services 
as such to a more established, experienced 
group of actors. 

But, busy as we are, pursuing flights of 
fancy, we simply did not have time to be 
inventive. It seemed less effort to point 
out those interpassive positions we have 
already refined. When pressed for time, 
state the obvious!  

It is not clear to us right now if the letter 
writing campagin of Where 5 will ever 
actually end. The list of honored eligible 
recipients grows daily, matched only by 
our eagerness to recieve. 
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Campbell Jones
The Subject Supposed to Recycle

If Max Weber’s The Protestant Ethic 
and the Spirit of Capitalism articulated 
the moral and theological coordinates 
of the subject of labor, how are these 
rearticulated today in the experience of 
the subject who consumes? The will to 
consume or not, and what to consume 
and how, has been a moral and religious 
problem since the most ancient times. 
And today these traces continue to 
haunt us, not just because we are now 
veritably surrounded by commodities, 
but because of the way in which we are 
today invited to respond to that situation.

Today we are supposed to recycle. We 
are told again and again of this need, 
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and that it is good to do so. That we are 
supposed to take care to recycle has 
almost reached the level of a duty or 
moral law, and this moral law circulates 
in the way we symbolize acts of 
consumption. We are supposed to in the 
strong sense that we should, moreover 
we must, and to not do so would make 
us guilty of a breach. To choose not to 
recycle is an act of bad faith, a careless 
failure of duty, responsibility and care.

But who is the “we” of this moral 
imperative? Who is this subject who 
is supposed to recycle? Where do we 
locate, and is it possible to locate, 
the agent of this moral responsibility? 
These questions are fundamental if we 
are to understand this contemporary 
moral injunction, and because of this 
are crucial if we — but who this “we” is 
remains to be specified — are to respond 
to it.



Between Weber and today what is 
different is not the religious nature 
of economic action. Rather there 
has been a transformation from what 
Weber presents as the idea of salvation 
through “good works” and above all of 
the promise of labor without end, to the 
permanent threat of the apocalypse 
that will overcome us if we continue to 
consume in the way we do.1 Generalized 
risk of apocalypse, then, a risk that 
presents itself as the almost inevitable 
endgame of capitalist overconsumption. 
But this time the apocalypse is not 
a threat from the outside but rather 
something on which we can count, 
and for which we are all ultimately 
responsible.

We are responsible, many say, because 
it is our very own consumption choices, 
and the way that these coincide with 
production methods and distribution 
circuits that are clearly unsustainable, 
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that are the root cause of the impending 
end of life on earth. But we have it in our 
own hands to forestall this apocalypse, 
and in this sense we are today invited 
into a care for the planet that is 
accompanied by an almost paranoiac 
“care of the self.”2 It is these subjective 
correlates of this new moral imperative 
that I propose to bring into focus in this 
essay.

These dynamics, which are immediately 
raised by the notion of the subject 
supposed to recycle, can be seen more 
broadly today in the value that is put on 
sustainable or ethical consumption more 
generally. By this, we signal conscious 
efforts to make consumption choices 
that will have some broader benefits, 
often environmental but equally social 
whether this is through choosing organic 
vegetables, fair trade coffee, dolphin-
friendly tuna, ecological washing liquid, 
products from sustainable sources, 



or any of a range of carbon-neutral or 
environmentally friendly products. Such 
products now clearly cover a significant 
area of economic activity, even if the 
consequences of such developments 
remain at present largely symbolic or 
“ideological,” which is not to diminish 
their importance. So although I will focus 
here on recycling, I do hope that these 
considerations might offer something 
of a contribution to clarifying the moral, 
religious and metaphysical grounds of 
consumption in contemporary capitalism 
more broadly.

Before turning to the subject supposed 
to recycle and the two aspects of that 
subjectivity that I propose we need to 
analyze — guilt and freedom — it may 
be useful to consider certain aspects 
of the ontological status of the subject 
and object of recycling, and in doing so 
to demonstrate the implications of what 
will be one of our guiding concerns, 
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that is, the place in the subject and 
object of recycling of the trace of the 
Other. As will emerge when I later turn 
to guilt and freedom, these dynamics 
of displacement, transference or 
substitution from one to the Other will be 
central in diagnosing the failures of the 
subject supposed to recycle, and also for 
thinking beyond this subject.

Subject and Object

Recycling is necessarily a matter of 
freedom. To recycle presupposes both a 
freedom of the object and of the subject. 
Freedom of the object insofar as not 
every thing can be recycled, and freedom 
of the subject insofar as the action of 
recycling requires some capacity for 
agency on behalf of the consuming 
subject. It is therefore no coincidence 
that freedom is one of the ever-present 
issues when considering recycling.



The conditions of freedom of the object 
to be recycled are often cast in terms 
of what is known as “recyclability.” 
For something to be recycled it must 
be produced in such a way that is has 
at least the potential to be recycled. 
Thus we say that nuclear waste is less 
recyclable than non-bleached paper. 
There is something in the residue, the 
remainder after consumption, that is able 
to be put to another use, and this is a 
determining condition of recyclability. But 
recyclability alone does not guarantee 
recycling. It is a necessary but not 
sufficient condition. The other condition 
of possibility rests in the subjects 
supposed to recycle, who may do so, or 
may not. Recyclability exists not merely 
in objects or subjects but in a complex 
space between object and subject.

At the same time that recyclability is 
a condition of possibility of recycling, 
it is a leading alibi for not recycling. 
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Products proudly announce their 
nature as recyclable in ways that often 
simultaneously destroy any notion that 
they would ever be recycled. It is today 
possible to buy all manner of products 
that promise that they are recyclable, but 
that dissimulate the conditions of their 
recyclability. For example it is possible 
to choose, instead of regular nails, to 
buy one hundred percent recyclable 
exterior nails. The nails in question are 
galvanized nails, which means that they 
have been subjected to hot-dipping in 
zinc, a process which prevents corrosion 
when exposed to the elements. These 
are nails for external use, and galvanized 
nails are widely used in outdoor 
construction. The nails I have before 
me, however, are fiber cement nails, 
that is, they are specifically designed to 
be driven into fibrous materials, most 
commonly brick or concrete. One must 
ask then what it means that such nails 
be recyclable. Under what conditions 



are we anticipating that nails driven into 
concrete will later be carefully removed, 
collected, and taken to be recycled?
In this example we see not only the 
fantastic nature of claims about objects 
that might be recycled. What is crucial 
is the intersection of these objects 
with active, and at least minimally free, 
subjects. The conditions of possibility 
of recycling are partly imbedded in 
the object supposed to be recycled, 
but equally in the agency of a subject 
supposed to recycle. Faced with this 
package of nails, responsibility falls 
on the user, who is here constituted 
as the subject supposed to recycle. It 
is once again a matter of a particular 
subjective agency to choose to use these 
nails or not, and with this to deal with 
the psychological and above all moral 
ramifications of that choice.

Recycling is a matter of freedom of 
subject and object, and is deeply laden 
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with moral valuations. These moral 
grounds are multiplied when we recall 
that we are by necessity in the sphere 
of what Kant calls “practical reason,” of 
freedom of the will in the face of moral 
duties. Moreover, we are in the space of 
morality insofar as, faced with a product, 
we at the same time come face to face 
with the trace of the Other.

The Trace of the Other

The subject is supposed to recycle 
not merely in the interest of their own 
pleasure or self-preservation. Recycling 
is in the interest of the Other. And in this 
sense the subject and the Other are far 
more interconnected than intimated so 
far. Recycling is precisely a matter of a 
relation between a subject and an object, 
and above all of what remains of that 
object after use. 



Recycling is a question of what remains 
of the object for other subjects after 
use by a subject. Recycling is in this 
sense a matter of a mediated relation to 
others, in that a subject is, with objects, 
before others. Not just with Kant then, 
who helps us see the place of freedom 
in the act of recycling, but as much with 
Levinas, recycling is an encounter with 
the Other, in which I do not immediately 
encounter the Other but leave for the 
Other clear material traces.3

If for Levinas ethics is a matter of 
openness to the face of the Other, we 
are dealing here with a situation of 
non-immediate, that is to say mediated 
relations with the Other. Here the 
question is one of our relation to the 
disposal of the remains of the objects of 
consumption. We should stress, 
though, that the mediation of these 
relations to the Other through commodity 
relations makes them no less questions 
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of ethics. As Derrida stressed in his 
second critique of Levinas, the fact 
of the Other not being immediately 
“present” does not in any way diminish 
the reality of the relation to the Other. On 
the contrary, the relation to the Other is 
always mediated, and it is foolishness 
to preserve ethics to the realm of the 
immediacy of the face to face encounter 
with the Other.4

When we talk about recycling we are 
talking about products rather than 
services. We are considering relations to 
objects rather than immediate relations 
to subjects. This does not mean that 
these relations to objects do not also 
always involve relations to subjects, but 
rather that they are mediated in the form 
of goods, in the commodity-form. Thus 
it is here important to note Derrida’s 
insistence that one can encounter 
an Other not only “in the flesh” but in 
ways that are symbolically, socially and 



technologically mediated. The slogan of 
this presence-in-mediation would then 
be, to paraphrase Derrida: at this very 
moment in this product here I am.

This is clearly recognized in the critique 
of commodity fetishism.5 This critique 
demonstrates the persisting traces 
of human activity in the objects of 
consumption, and recalls the reality of 
the relations of production in the object, 
even when the product presents itself as 
nothing more than an object of utility. To 
the other side of the critique of commodity 
fetishism, though, my efforts here are to 
articulate something of the mystifications 
on the other side of the product, with 
respect to the ghostly afterlife of products 
in the social relations of their disposal. 
If the critique of commodity fetishism 
typically draws attention to the disguising 
of the social relations of production, here 
I propose to stress the social relations 
implicated in the disposal of goods.
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Transference

The thinking of the subject supposed 
to recycle proposed here draws on 
what Lacan called “le sujet supposé 
savoir” which can be translated as 
“the subject supposed to know” or 
“the supposed subject of knowledge.”6 
Lacan’s treatment of the subject 
supposed to know develops out of 
his reading of Freud’s concept of 
transference. Transference was the 
theme of Lacan’s eighth seminar and is 
the fourth of the “fundamental concepts 
of psychoanalysis” that are treated in his 
eleventh seminar.7

For Freud, transference is “a universal 
phenomenon of the human mind” and 
“a factor of undreamt-of importance.”8 
Freud describes transference in his 
1912 paper on “The Dynamics of 
Transference” in analysis as “a perfectly 
normal and intelligible thing that the 



libidinal cathexis of someone who is 
partly unsatisfied, a cathexis which 
is already held in anticipation, should 
be directed as well to the figure of the 
doctor.”9 And who in this life, we might 
ask, is not at least partly unsatisfied? 
Freud continues:

The  peculiarities  of  the transference to 
the doctor, thanks to which it exceeds, 
both in amount and nature, anything that 
coul-d be justified on sensible or ration 
al grounds, are made intelligible if we 
bear in mind that this transference has 
precisely been set up not by conscious 
anticipatory ideas but by those that have 
been held back or are unconscious.10

This transference to the analyst that 
exceeds anything sensible or rational is 
captured in what Lacan calls the subject 
supposed to know. Lacan shows the 
way that, in the analytic situation, the 
analysand attributes to the analyst an 
astonishing ability to know everything, 
even at the same time that there is a 
suspicion that the analyst might not 
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know anything. Lacan writes that “Even 
the psychoanalyst put in question is 
credited with a certain infallibility.”11

Lacan stresses that this subject 
supposed to know, which is “the pivot on 
which transference is articulated” was 
discovered long before Freud.12 We find 
the attribution of astonishing powers of 
knowing, the supposition of a subject 
supposed to know in, for example, 
Alcibiades’ fantasies about Socrates.13 
Lacan also gives examples such as the 
way that Descartes, presuming to found 
sure knowledge in his powers of reason 
ultimately has recourse to what is for him 
the ultimate subject supposed to know, 
God.14

My concern here, though, is not just 
with what can be known by the senses 
or reason, but with what is supposed 
to be known, and in particular the 
supposed subjects of such knowledge, 



and hence I am concerned with what 
Slavoj Žižek has called “the supposed 
subjects of idcology.”15 I am concerned 
with the subjective categories supposed 
or presupposed by ideology, in this 
case the ideology of recycling. What 
is important is that the question is not 
so much the ideology presupposed 
by particular subjects, but rather, the 
subjects presupposed by a particular 
ideology. When I speak of recycling as an 
ideology, I should note that I do not want 
to too quickly offend my well-meaning 
fellow inhabitants of this earth who might 
take affront at the idea that recycling is 
an ideology. Rather, I propose to stress 
that recycling is, amongst other things, 
an idea, and not all ideas, even those 
that promise the good, are as simply 
good as they appear.
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Catastrophe

An ideology never presupposes one 
single character. Here, instead of 
working from a supposed ideology to one 
particular subject we might, by working 
backwards as it were, give some focus 
to the ideology that I have in mind by 
sketching two potential archetypes that 
might enable us to conceive of a variety 
of particular subjects and in doing so to 
clarify some of the subjective correlates 
of the ideology of recycling.

The first of these subjects I propose to 
call the catastrophic subject supposed 
to recycle. It should be recalled that 
this subject position is not universally 
occupied, and in fact it has an evil twin, 
who can be called the complacent 
subject. Of course complacency is not 
pure evil, and complacency refers more 
to the sense of registering the current 
environmental situation and not sensing 



a particularly overwhelming demand to 
respond. It is a matter of acceptance or 
resignation that “things are as they are,” 
that there is little that one can do about 
it, or that doing anything about it would 
be an unfair or unreasonable demand. 
The complacent subject is, put simply, 
not called radically into question by the 
world outside.16 As a recent advertising 
campaign for the Unilever tea brand PG 
Tips put it, all you need to do is this: “Do 
your bit — put the kettle on.” For the 
complacent subject, it would seem, you 
can have your planet and eat it too.17

For the catastrophic subject, this 
is simply not good enough. The 
catastrophic subject senses a real 
and present danger in the current 
environmental situation, and with this a 
will that things should change. Things 
must be different. This is a subjectivity 
that is both alert to the conditions of 
the world and takes responsibility for 
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that situation. The catastrophic subject 
senses the catastrophe of the current 
situation and moreover is willing to act 
responsibly in response.

This catastrophic subject was the 
presupposition of a recent advertising 
campaign run by the Danish daily 
left-wing newspaper Politiken. This 
campaign, which ran throughout 
Denmark in print, on billboards and in 
metro stations and buses, featured the 
scene of a vast deforested landscape 
in which trees have been brutally 
felled. Against this backdrop a caption 
promotes the “new catastrophically 
big Sunday paper.” This campaign 
is at one level a “joke,” and it follows 
other similarly excessive campaigns 
by Politiken. It is also connected with 
an environmental campaign according 
to which for every tree cut down in 
producing the paper, two will be 
planted. But what is interesting in this 



campaign is not so much its immediate 
presentation, but the way that it 
crystallizes a particular subjectivity. 
In fact, this campaign necessarily 
presupposes a particular subject. This 
image of a devastated forest will not be 
of concern to all, and certainly not to 
the complacent subject.18 The Politiken 
campaign presupposes a certain moral 
outrage on behalf of the catastrophic 
subject, in which one feels affronted 
by the almost Brechtian honesty of the 
image.

The catastrophic subject clearly 
takes a number of forms, from the 
moderate neurotic to the obsessive-
compulsive composter. The catastrophic 
subject cares, is concerned about the 
consequences of their actions, and even 
if others will take pleasure while forests 
are slaughtered, this subject sees, 
witnesses, and knows the full extent 
of the catastrophe. The catastrophic 
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subject is pained by this, and knows that 
s/he alone must take responsibility, must 
act.

While the complacent subject has 
freedom to act but experiences little 
or no guilt, the catastrophic subject 
is marked by both freedom and guilt. 
The question we will have to face is 
whether or not it is on the terrain of 
such subjectivities that the ideological 
contest over the future of life on earth 
is to be fought. My concern will be, 
first, if catastrophic subjectivity is 
the appropriate response, and more 
profoundly, if any particular subjective 
response is the ground for responsibility. 
I follow this thread by turning to 
questions of guilt and freedom in turn.



Guilt

In Civilization and its Discontents, 
Freud wrote that “the price we pay 
for civilization is a loss of happiness 
through the heightening of the sense 
of guilt.”19 Here, as elsewhere in Freud, 
we could almost certainly substitute 
“capitalism” for “civilization.” This is 
indeed what Walter Benjamin does when 
he writes that “capitalism is presumably 
the first case of a religion that does 
not atone but produces guilt.”20 But 
beyond making this connection, we need 
much more of an account of the social 
processes of the inducement to guilt. 
We need, in particular, to account for 
the place, in economic processes, of the 
displacement, or the transference, of 
guilt from one subject to another.

In his aphorisms “On the History of 
the Moral Sensations” in Human, All 
Too Human, we find clues towards this 
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end, as Nietzsche articulates again 
how things such as moral sentiments 
can emerge from their opposites.21 In 
his critique of “the fable of intelligible 
freedom,” he argues that “the history of 
the moral sensations is the history of an 
error, the error of accountability, which 
rests upon the error of freedom of will.”22 
Further:

it is because man regards himself as 
free, not because he is free, that he feels 
remorse and pangs of conscience.—This 
feeling is, moreover, something one can 
disaccustom oneself to, and many people 
do not feel it at all in respect of actions 
which evoke it in others. It is a very 
changeable thing, tied to the evolution of 
morality and culture and perhaps present 
in only a relatively brief span of world-
history.”23

These ideas are elaborated later in 
more detail, in particular in book two 
of The Genealogy of Morals, which 
deals with ‘“Guilt.’ ‘Bad Conscience.’ 
and Related Matters.”24 Here Nietzsche 



accounts for what he calls “man’s 
interiorization” and the process of 
“the growth of what is later called 
man’s soul.”25 These processes of the 
formation of bad conscience and guilt 
are mistakes, for Nietzsche, and find 
their root in religion, and in particular 
in Christianity. In a framing later picked 
up by Freud and Benjamin, he writes: 
“The advent of the Christian god, the 
‘highest potency’ god yet conceived 
by man, has been accompanied by the 
widest dissemination of the sense of 
indebtedness, guilt.”26

For Nietzsche this sense of guilt is 
connected importantly to freedom and 
to ideas of the will. But guilt involves 
a pathological will, a will turned back 
on itself and intent on self-destruction, 
what Freud will later call the “death 
drive” and the “compulsion to repeat.”27 
For Nietzsche, guilt is a result of 
“psychological cruelty,” an internalized 
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cruelty that reflects a cruelty that can no 
longer be directed against the external 
world. “In such psychological cruelty 
we can see an insanity of the will that is 
without parallel: man’s will to find himself 
guilty, and unredeemably so; his will 
to believe that he must be punished to 
all eternity without ever expunging his 
guilt.”28

When we recognize the subjective 
aspects of the way that recycling is 
typically treated, we can clearly see 
an interiorization of guilt. But not 
only this. This interiorization on the 
part of consumers is accompanied, 
or is perhaps the result of a massive 
displacement or transference of guilt.

Faced with the option to recycle, 
we might then want to ask why we 
should have to make that choice. Why 
should I, who am so little in control or 
production and distribution processes, 
have to choose? Here we again face 



the cripplingly oppressive anxiety that 
Renata Salecl has identified as central to 
contemporary consumerism. As Salcecl 
puts it, the motto of the new marketing 
moralism is no longer “Just do it!,” but 
rather: “No matter what you do, you will 
do it wrong, but it is better to follow our 
advice and try again.”29

Perhaps, then, the properly moral subject 
is the one who refuses to allow their 
subjectivity to enter into the process, 
who refuses to take responsibility for the 
catastrophe. The subject who refuses 
to accept the invitation to permanent 
guilt and paranoiac self-concern that 
one hasn’t done enough. Is then the 
ethical subject the one who says, “I am 
not responsible and do not want to be 
blamed”? In which case, maybe Camus’ 
figure of Meursault, who says on hearing 
of the death of his mother, “It’s not my 
fault,” is not such a grotesque character 
after all.30
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Yes, and no. No, first of all, if this means 
using such a strategy as an alibi for 
inaction, or if one treats the current 
situation as if one has nothing at all to do 
with it. But in a certain way we also need 
to consider what can be found in turning 
our eyes away from the consuming 
subject supposed to recycle, and turn 
instead to the conditions of that subject.

There are different ways to refuse 
responsibility, and one of these is to 
refuse localization in one’s subjectivity 
and one’s choices. Such a turning of the 
tables would be then to open things at 
the other end, to shift agency away from 
where it is so often located today, that is, 
in consumer choice. This displacement 
is a first step, and if it seems minor, then 
we must consider the radical nature of 
a gesture that removes the vast body of 
consumers from the center stage of guilt.



Freedom

In addition to guilt, we face here difficult 
questions with respect to freedom. It 
might be thought that what is being 
proposed here is a threat to freedom, 
and the nobility and purity of the will. 
This is certainly the case, but it is 
probably better to say that alongside a 
critical reappraisal of the displacement of 
guilt, what is urgently needed is to grasp 
the way that situations such as recycling 
today demand an adequate account of 
freedom.

As is well known, the central category 
of Kant’s moral theory and of his 
conception of reason more generally is 
the concept of freedom. In the preface 
to the Critique of Practical Reason, Kant 
writes that “the concept of freedom, 
insofar as its reality is proved by an 
apodictic law of practical reason, 
constitutes the keystone of the whole 
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structure of a system of pure reason.”31 
But what is more complex and what 
is so often missed is the complex 
interrelations between freedom and 
the binding character of the moral law. 
Freedom and morality require autonomy 
of the will, but that autonomy is not, for 
Kant, purely or simply opposed to law. 
On the contrary, freedom and law are co-
substantial. For Kant, “freedom is real, 
for this idea reveals itself through the 
moral law.”32

Thus Kant insists that “freedom and 
unconditional practical law reciprocally 
imply each other.”33 The target here 
is naïve conceptions of freedom that 
conceive of freedom merely as “freedom 
from,” which fail to recognize what Kant 
calls “the positive concept of freedom.”34 
Against the idea that moral legislation is 
a restriction or a limitation of freedom, 
Kant turns things on their head. It is 
not freedom or a free will that creates 



the moral law, he argues. Free will is 
something of which we could not be 
immediately conscious nor could it be 
deduced from the appearances of the 
world.

It is... the moral law, of which we become 
immediately conscious (as soon as we 
draw up maxims of the will for ourselves), 
that first offers itself to us and. inasmuch 
as reason presents it as a determining 
ground not to be outweighed by any 
sensible conditions and indeed quite 
independent of them, leads directly to the 
concept of freedom.35

It is in this context that Kant introduces 
his famous example of the man with 
“lustful inclinations” who runs up against 
the moral law.36 When balancing his 
desire for pleasure against the threat 
of death this man is able to control his 
lustful inclinations. But when asked to 
give false testimony against an innocent 
and honorable man on pain of his death, 
it becomes possible to imagine that 
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he would refuse to lie and as a result 
sacrifice his life. Kant’s conclusion 
from this example is as far-reaching 
as it is radical. The man of lustful 
inclinations does not necessarily commit 
to what he will do when faced with this 
dilemma, but what is certain is that it 
would be possible for him to sacrifice 
everything for a moral duty, while this is 
unimaginable, Kant argues, when merely 
balancing pleasures and pains. Kant 
concludes that “He judges, therefore, 
that he can do something because he is 
aware that he ought to do it and cognizes 
freedom within him, which, without 
the moral law, would have remained 
unknown to him.”37

What is critically at question here is the 
place of the subject with respect to the 
moral law. Kant’s wager that freedom 
arises from and is not in conflict with 
the moral law has led to all manner of 
confusions, and in part these confusions 



come from assuming that freedom is the 
possession of an autonomous subject. 
Some other parts of Kant’s work clearly 
invite such an understanding, but there 
is much that militates in other directions, 
aspects that involve calling into question 
the subject of moral action.

What is most important here is 
the displacement, transference or 
substitution of morality. By this I am 
referring to the way that characteristics 
presumed to belong to one subject 
are relocated in another subject, are 
embodied in things or, in the case of 
Kant, the way that the moral law can 
stand in the place of the subject. We 
should recall that substitution of one 
for the Other is a central category in 
Levinas’s later ethics.38 But here we 
are not considering so much the moral 
value of the examples that Levinas 
takes up, such as taking the food from 
one’s mouth and giving it to the Other. 
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Rather, what we face here is the bitter 
pill that we are being asked to swallow 
when held accountable and responsible 
for the action of the Other. And in this 
sense displacement and substitution are 
more ambivalent than Levinas typically 
acknowledges, in the sense that morality 
and guilt can, and indeed sometimes 
must, go the other way. That is to say, 
there is a certain freedom in giving away 
our guilt. Giving it, that is to say, to the 
Other.

To think such a displacement of moral 
agency, we must comprehend the 
decentering of the subject, which 
is why the category of transference 
is so crucial for understanding the 
subject supposed to recycle. The kind 
of transference I have in mind here is 
forcefully articulated in Žižek’s account 
of what he calls “primordial substitution,” 
that is, a substitution from one to the 
other of beliefs, but moreover of “every 



one of the subject’s innermost feelings 
and attitudes.”39 Žižek offers a number 
of examples of this substitution, such 
as “weepers” hired to cry at funerals, 
“canned laughter” on television comedies 
that “laughs for you,” and Tibetan 
prayer wheels that “pray for you.”40 With 
all of these examples, Žižek seeks to 
demonstrate the way that characteristics 
usually reserved for the subject can be 
externalized and then recognized as 
possessions of the subject even though 
they remain in a position of externality: 
“This is what the Lacanian notion of 
decentrement, of the decentered subject, 
aims at: my most intimate feelings can 
be radically externalized; I can literally 
‘laugh and cry through another.’”41

In the case of the catastrophic subject 
supposed to recycle, the tears are real, 
but the question we can now ask is 
whose tears they are. In a certain way 
the contemporary subject supposed to 
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recycle is a subject who knows, who 
knows that they are implicated, but, by 
a massive substitution of affect, this 
subject takes on a broader context and 
set of actions of others as its innermost 
reality.

As suggested above, the question is 
whether the subject is the issue at 
all. What we find clearly articulated 
in Žižek, who on this point is almost 
perfectly continuous with Kant, is that in 
substitution we can find freedom.

By surrendering my innermost content, 
including my dreams and anxieties, to the 
Other, a space opens up in which I am 
free to breathe: when the Other laughs 
for me, I am free to take a rest; when the 
Other is sacrificed for me, I am free to 
go on living with the awareness that I did 

atone for my guilt, and so on.42

Being free to breathe is of course one of 
the ultimate values of recycling. To step 



out of perpetual guilt and to realize some 
new freedoms, and perhaps to practically 
address the key problems of the current 
ecological crisis, we may begin to sense 
that the subject supposed to recycle 
needs to give their inner sentiments over 
to the Other. Given that we have to a 
certain extent already given control over 
production and distribution processes to 
the Other, this is perhaps not so much to 
ask. But most importantly, we can find 
freedom not in the retreat into ourselves, 
but in a renewed giving to the Other of 
responsibility.

Responsibility

Such a disbanding the subject supposed 
to recycle should not be taken as a call 
to passivity, but rather a refusal to take 
responsibility for the actions of those 
who are currently avoiding responsibility 
by individualizing and localizing guilt on 
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the shoulders of consumers. Shifting the 
sense of freedom and guilt of the subject 
supposed to recycle from center stage 
is not to deny agency, but rather to shift 
the locus of this agency from individual 
subjects, who often in fact have very little 
agency, towards shifting responsibility, 
and with this, shifting freedom and 
guilt towards those who are in fact at 
the center of economic and political 
power today. This is crucial because 
the “subject supposed to recycle” more 
often than not means the economic 
system supposed not to recycle, or 
more forcefully, the economic system 
supposed to not recycle.

Moving from one side to the other, we 
can bring into focus the disavowed 
remainder of the current tendency for 
corporations to outsource corporate 
social responsibility onto the consuming 
subject. This outsourcing involves a 
giving of responsibility that also gives 



a sense of guilt and of freedom. It also 
presents itself in the form of a demand, 
and moreover a demand that the gift 
must be accepted, as if it were simply 
and only a kindly gift. But with this 
demand there is also a threat that if the 
gift of responsibility is not accepted, then 
that responsibility will be taken back, 
and this is perhaps the conclusion of 
this analysis: that consumers can refuse 
the offer of freedom and the invitation 
to perpetually repeated psychological 
guilt. Such a refusal cannot of course be 
merely a matter of individual consumers, 
but of the way in which we conceive of 
the relative responsibilities of consumers 
and producers today and in the future.

To come full circle on the question 
of transference, one might now also 
ask where the image of the subject 
supposed to recycle comes from. What 
is the source of today’s complacent and 
catastrophic subjects? To grapple with 
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this, we should recall the way that Freud 
stresses that the images of transference 
originate in “anticipatory ideas,” 
conscious or unconscious. These ideas 
clearly do not drop out of thin air, and 
Freud notes that the ideas transferred to 
the analyst are often real or exaggerated 
figures from previous experience.

With this we must stress that the 
ideas that consumers have about 
their responsibilities are historically 
embedded and, as I hope has been 
shown, are deeply implicated in religious 
and moral ideas, such as guilt and 
freedom. What we are led to here is 
that these senses of guilt and freedom 
can be decentered, even if the work of 
completely undoing them will be very 
long indeed and will require repeated 
and sustained efforts.

Likewise we might begin to see that 
complacency and catastrophe are not 



where they seemed to be. It is perhaps 
ironic, if not perverse, that these are 
taken on as individual psychological 
states, when we see all around us 
the hesitance of corporations to take 
more than minor responsibility and 
national governments avoiding serious 
intervention for fear of the risks that this 
might present to economic expansion. In 
such a context we can perhaps now see 
that the complacency and catastrophe 
of the subject supposed to recycle are 
anticipatory ideas transferred from our 
currently politico- economic climate, 
which are then taken up by consumers 
in a process whereby the consuming 
subject takes on affective states which 
are little more than the mirror image of 
the complacency and catastrophe of the 
Other.
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 Parasites are conventionally defined 
as participating in non-symbiotic rela-
tionships, a zero-sum game in which one 
entity gains what the other loses. But this 
of course is a matter of scale and of taste. 

Who knows how many paunchy 
Victorian Brits were saved from heart 
disease by the anticoagulating power of 
the occasional leech? Even those pesky 
hookworms, at odds with humans since 
time immemorial, have their charms. 

Right now, as we pen this ode to pes-
tilence, otherwise normal suburban 
dads are tromping through open sew-
age hoping to collect a few into their 
bloodstream as a radical but supremely 
effective treatment for their otherwise 
raging autoimmune diseases. Even the 
most virulent and raging monsters in 
the class, have their positive qualities 



when discovered in the right light. What 
depletes the infected individual may, 
over time, be a boon for the species as a 
whole, if not the general ecosystem that 
prefers — no, requires — a vigorous but 
healthy antagonism if it is ever to grow 
and change.
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Jodi Dean
Technology: The Promises of 

Communicative Capitalism

Although mainstream media in the 
United States supported the Bush 
administration in the run-up to the 
March 2003 invasion of Iraq, critical 
assessments of the government’s 
justifications for war circulated 
throughout global capitalism’s 
communications networks. Alternative 
media, independent media, and non-
U.S. media provided thoughtful reports, 
insightful commentary and critical 
evaluations of the “evidence” of weapons 
of mass destruction in Iraq. They 
highlighted the falsity and venality of 
the administration’s articulation of the 
attacks of September 11 with Iraq, its 
elision of Osama bin Laden into Saddam 
Hussein as public enemy number one. 
Amy Goodman’s syndicated radio 
program Democracy Now regularly 
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broadcast shows intensely opposed to 
the militarism and unilateralism of the 
Bush administration’s national security 
policy. The Nation magazine offered 
detailed and nuanced critiques of the 
justifications offered for attacking 
Iraq — particularly those cloaked 
in humanitarian good will. Antiwar 
activists working to supply citizens with 
opportunities to make their opposition 
known circulated lists of congressional 
phone and fax numbers via email. 
On websites, they posted petitions 
and announcements for marches, 
protests, and direct-action training 
sessions. As the administration’s 
preparations for a seemingly inevitable 
war proceeded, thousands of antiwar 
bloggers commented on each step, 
citing other media to support their 
positions. True, the mainstream news 
media failed to cover demonstrations 
such as the protest in September 
2002 by 400,000 people in London or 



march on Washington in October 2002, 
when 250,000 people surrounded the 
White House. Nonetheless, myriad 
progressive, alternative, and critical 
left news outlets supplied frequent and 
reliable information about the action on 
the ground. All in all, a strong antiwar 
message was out there. 

But the message was not received. It 
circulated, reduced to the medium. Bush 
acknowledged the massive worldwide 
demonstrations of February 15, 2003. He 
even reiterated the fact that a message 
was out there: the protestors had the 
right to express their opinions. He didn’t 
actually respond to their message, 
however. He didn’t treat the words and 
actions of the protestors as sending a 
message to him that he was in some 
sense obliged to answer. Rather, he 
acknowledged the existence of views 
different from his own. There were his 
views and there were other views. All had 
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the right to exist, to be expressed. But 
that in no way meant, or so Bush made 
it seem, that these views were involved 
with each other, that they inhabited a 
common space, that they were elements 
to be considered and integrated in the 
course of reaching a consensus on 
American foreign policy. 

The terabytes of commentary and 
information, then, did not indicate a 
debate over the war. On the contrary, 
in the days and weeks prior to the U.S. 
invasion of Iraq, the antiwar messages 
morphed into so much circulating 
content, just like all the other cultural 
effluvia flowing through communicative 
capitalism’s disintegrated spectacles. We 
might express this disconnect between 
engaged criticism and national strategy 
as the difference between the circulation 
of content and official policy. Both are 
politics, just politics of different sorts, at 
different levels. Terms like democracy, it 



would follow, confuse matters by blurring 
these levels. So on the one hand, we 
have media chatter — from television 
talking heads, radio shock jocks, and 
the gamut of print media to websites 
with RSS (Real Simple Syndication) 
feeds, blogs, podcasts, email lists, and 
the proliferating versions of instant text 
messaging. In this mediated dimension, 
politicians, governments, and activists 
struggle for visibility, currency, and, in 
the now quaint term from the dot-com 
years, mindshare. On the other hand 
are institutional politics, the day-to-day 
activities of bureaucracies, lawmakers, 
judges, and the apparatuses of the 
police and national security state. These 
institutional or state components of the 
system seem to run independently of 
the politics that circulates as content. 
They go about their work, the business of 
politics, and the other level reports on it, 
talks about it, treats it as content about 
which it opines. 
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Anyone even slightly familiar with 
democratic ideals should reject out of hand 
this distinction between politics as the 
circulation of content and politics as the 
activity of officials. The fundamental premise 
of liberal democracy is the sovereignty of 
the people. Governance by the people is 
exercised through communicative freedoms 
of speech, assembly and the press; it 
relies on norms of publicity that emphasize 
transparency and accountability; it consists 
of the deliberative practices of the public 
sphere. Democratic communication steers, 
influences, or, more minimally informs 
politics as the governing and legislating 
activity of elected officials. Ideally the 
communicative interactions of the public 
sphere, the circulation of content and media 
chatter, not only impact but also constitute 
official politics. 

In the United States today, however, 
they don’t. Less bluntly put, there 
is a significant disconnect between 



politics circulating as content and 
official politics. Pundits gesture to this 
disconnect when they refer to the bubble 
of concerns “inside the Beltway” and the 
“real concerns” of “ordinary voters.” So 
multiple opinions and divergent points 
of view express themselves in myriad 
intense exchanges, but this circulation 
of content in dense, intensive global 
communications networks actually 
relieves top-level actors (corporate, 
institutional, and governmental) from 
the obligation to answer embedded 
in the notion of a message. Reactions 
and rejoinders to any claim are always 
already present, presupposed. In this 
setting, content critical of a specific 
policy is just another story or feature 
in a 24/7 news cycle, just another topic 
to be chewed to bits by rabid bloggers. 
Criticism doesn’t require an answer 
because it doesn’t stick as criticism. It 
functions as just another opinion offered 
into the media-stream. So rather than 
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responding to messages sent by left 
activists and critics, top-level actors 
counter with their own contributions to 
the circulating flow of communications 
— new slogans, images, deflections, 
and attacks; staged meetings or rallies 
featuring their supporters; impressive 
photo-ops that become themselves 
topics of chatter. Sufficient volume 
(whether in terms of the number of 
contributions or the spectacular nature of 
a contribution) gives these contributions 
their dominance or stickiness. 

Contestations today rarely employ 
common terms, points of reference, 
or demarcated frontiers. In our highly 
mediated communications environments 
we confront instead a multiplication of 
resistances and assertions so extensive 
as to hinder the formation of strong 
counterhegemonies. The proliferation, 
distribution, acceleration, and 
intensification of communicative access 



and opportunity result in a deadlocked 
democracy incapable of serving as a 
form for political change. I refer to this 
democracy that talks without responding 
as communicative capitalism.1 

The concept of communicative capitalism 
reformats as a criticism the neoliberal idea 
of the market as the site of democratic 
aspirations, indeed, as the mechanism 
by which the will of the demos manifests 
itself. In Thomas Frank’s words, “To 
believe in the people is to believe in their 
brands.”2 Consider the circularity of claims 
regarding popularity. McDonald’s, Wal-
Mart, and reality television are depicted as 
popular because they seem to offer what 
people want. How do we know they offer 
what people want? People choose them 
— they must be popular. 

This equation treats commercial choices 
as the paradigmatic form of choosing. In 
so doing, it displaces attention from the 
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fact that the market is not a system for 
delivering political outcomes, even as 
many of us can’t tell the difference between 
political campaigns and advertising. Unlike 
marketing’s catch-phrases and jingles, 
political decisions — to go to war, say, or 
to establish the perimeters of legitimate 
relationships — involve more than the 
mindless reiteration of faith, conviction, 
and unsupported claims. They rest on 
contestable and divisive assertions of 
justice and right generally, potentially 
universally. Unlike the economy under 
neoliberal capitalism, moreover, the 
political is not a domain for the extraction 
of work and value from the many to enrich 
the few. It is, rather, the terrain upon which 
claims to universality are raised and 
defended. Political claims are partisan 
claims made in the name of and on behalf 
of a larger group, indeed, of an all that can 
never be fixed or limited (and so remains 
non-all), a group perhaps best understood 
as composed of anyone. Such claims are 



general rather than individual, and they 
require those who make them to think 
beyond themselves as specific individuals 
with preferences and interests and 
consider what is best for anyone. 
The concept of communicative 
capitalism designates the strange 
merging of democracy and capitalism 
in which contemporary subjects are 
produced and trapped. It does so 
by highlighting the way networked 
communications bring the two 
together. The values heralded as 
central to democracy take material 
form in networked communications 
technologies. Ideals of access, inclusion, 
discussion, and participation come to 
be realized in and through expansions, 
intensifications, and interconnections 
of global telecommunications. Changes 
in information and communication 
networks associated with digitalization, 
speed (of computer processors as 
well as connectivity), and memory/ 
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storage capacity impact capitalism 
and democracy), accelerating and 
intensifying some elements of each 
as they consolidate the two into a new 
ideological formation.3 

Expanded and intensified communicativity 
neither enhances opportunities for 
linking together political struggles nor 
enlivens radical democratic practices 
— although it has exacerbated left 
fragmentation, amplified the voices of 
right-wing extremists, and delivered ever 
more eyeballs to corporate advertisers. 
Instead of leading to more equitable 
distributions of wealth and influence, 
instead of enabling the emergence of 
a richer variety in modes of living and 
practices of freedom, the deluge of screens 
and spectacles coincides with extreme 
corporatization, financialization, and 
privatization across the globe. Rhetorics of 
access, participation, and democracy work 
ideologically to secure the technological 
infrastructure of neoliberalism, an invidious 



and predatory politico-economic project 
that concentrates assets and power in the 
hands of the very, very rich, devastating the 
planet and destroying the lives of billions of 
people. 
Saskia Sassen’s research on the impact of 
economic globalization makes clear how the 
speed, simultaneity, and interconnectivity 
of electronic communications produce 
massive distortions and concentrations 
of wealth.4 Not only does the possibility of 
superprofits in the finance and services 
complex lead to hypermobility of capital 
and the devalorization of manufacturing 
but financial markets themselves acquire 
the capacity to discipline national 
governments. As David Harvey explains, 
neoliberalism’s endeavor “to bring all 
human action into the domain of the market” 
requires “technologies of information 
creation and capacities to accumulate, 
store, transfer, analyze, and use massive 
databases to guide decisions in the global 
marketplace.”5 Sassen’s and Harvey’s 
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work supplies powerful empirical evidence 
for the convergence between networked 
telecommunications and globalized 
neoliberalism into communicative 
capitalism. 
In the United States, the proliferation 
of media has been accompanied by a 
shift in political participation.6 Rather 
than actively organized in parties and 
unions, politics is a domain of financially 
mediated and professionalized practices 
centered on advertising, public relations, 
and rapid adaptation to changes in 
the technologies and practices of 
communication. The commodification 
of communication reformats ever more 
domains of life in terms of the market: 
What can be bought and sold? How can 
a practice, experience, or feeling be 
monetized?7 Bluntly put, the standards 
of a finance- and consumption-driven 
entertainment culture produce the 
setting of democratic governance today. 
Changing the system — organizing 



against and challenging communicative 
capitalism — seems to entail 
strengthening the system. How else can 
one get a message across? Doesn’t it 
require raising money, buying television 
time, registering domain names, building 
websites, making links, and increasing 
awareness? 

I am not claiming networked 
communications never facilitate 
political resistance. One of the most 
visible examples to the contrary is 
the experience of B92 in Serbia. 
Radio B92 used the Internet to 
circumvent governmental censorship 
and disseminate news of massive 
demonstrations against the Milosevic 
regime.8 My point is that the political 
efficacy of networked media depends on 
the setting. Under conditions of intensive 
and extensive proliferation of media, 
conditions wherein everyone is presumed 
to be a producer as well as a consumer of 
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content, messages get lost. They become 
mere contributions to the circulation 
of images, opinion, and information, to 
the billions of nuggets of information 
and affect trying to catch and hold 
attention, to push or sway opinion, taste, 
and trends in one direction rather than 
another. What in one context enhances 
the potential of political change, in 
another submerges politics in a deluge 
of circulating, disintegrated spectacles 
and opinions. Differently put, the intense 
circulation of content in communicative 
capitalism occludes the antagonism 
necessary for politics, multiplying 
antagonism into myriad minor issues and 
events.9 In relatively closed societies, that 
antagonism is not only already clear but 
also apparent at and as the very frontier 
between open and closed. 

Communicative capitalism is a political-
economic formation in which there is 
talk without response, in which the very 



practices associated with governance by the 
people consolidate and support the most 
brutal inequities of corporate-controlled 
capitalism. One way to understand the hold 
of communicative capitalism is to consider 
its animating fantasies, fantasies that, for 
many on the left, are inextricable from their 
faith in democracy. This chapter takes up 
three such fantasies, those of abundance, 
participation, and wholeness. The hold of 
these fantasies on the political imaginary, 
the promises and aspirations they inscribe 
in the ideological structure of our most basic 
communicative activities, helps account 
for the persistence of belief in democracy 
in the face of knowledge of the way that the 
democratic form continues to strengthen the 
place and power of the wealthy and diminish 
the lives and opportunities of the poor. 

In the months before the 2002 
congressional elections, just as Congress 
abdicated its constitutional responsibility 
to declare war to the president, 
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mainstream media frequently employed 
the trope of “debate.” Democratic leaders, 
with an eye to this “debate,” asserted 
that questions needed to be asked. They 
did not take a position or provide a clear 
alternative to the Bush administration’s 
emphasis on preventive war. Giving voice 
to the ever-present meme regarding the 
White House’s public relations strategy, 
people on the street spoke of whether 
Bush had “made his case.” Nevertheless, 
on the second day of Senate debate on 
the use of force in Iraq, no one was on 
the floor — even though many were in the 
gallery. Why, at a time when the means of 
communication have been revolutionized, 
when people can contribute their own 
opinions and access those of others 
rapidly and immediately, why has 
democracy failed as a political form? Why 
has the expansion and intensification of 
communication networks, the proliferation 
of the very tools of democracy coincided 
with the stunting of left political ideals and 



the diminishment of progressive political 
struggle? These are the questions 
the idea of communicative capitalism 
answers. 

The Fantasy of Abundance:  
From Message to Contribution 

The delirium of the dot-com years 
was driven by a tremendous faith in 
speed, volume, and connectivity.10 The 
speed and volume of communicative 
transactions would generate new 
“synergies” and hence wealth. Although 
that bubble burst (to be followed by 
a smaller one encompassing social 
networking sites, the user as producer, 
and the Web 2.0 meme), a similar belief 
underlies the conviction that enhanced 
communications access facilitates 
democracy. The belief begins with the 
observation that more people than ever 
before can make their opinions known. 
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The Internet enables millions not simply 
to access information but to register their 
points of view on websites and blogs, to 
agree or disagree, to vote, and to send 
messages. Communications, media, 
and information enthusiasts point to this 
abundance of messages as an indication 
of the democratic potential of networked 
technologies. 

Optimists and pessimists share 
this fantasy of abundance.11 Those 
optimistic about the impact of networked 
communications on democratic 
practices emphasize the wealth of 
information available on the Internet 
and the inclusion of millions upon 
millions of voices or points of view into 
“the conversation” or “public sphere.” 
Pessimists worry about the lack of 
filters, the data smog, and the fact that 
“all kinds of people” can be part of the 
conversation.12 Despite their differing 
assessments of the value of abundance, 



both optimists and pessimists 
characterize networked communications 
in terms of exponential expansions in 
opportunities to transmit and receive 
messages. 

The fantasy of abundance covers over 
the way facts and opinions, images 
and reactions circulate in a massive 
stream of content, losing their specificity 
and merging with and into the larger 
flow of data. Any given message is a 
contribution to this ever-circulating 
content, a drop in the ocean of cultural 
and political stuff engulfing us. This 
morphing of message into contribution is 
a constitutive feature of communicative 
capitalism. 

One of the most basic formulations of the 
idea of communication is as a message 
and the response to the message.13 
Under communicative capitalism, this 
changes. Messages are contributions 
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to circulating content not actions to 
elicit responses. The exchange value 
of messages overtakes their use value. 
So a message is no longer primarily a 
message from a sender to a receiver. 
Uncoupled from contexts of action and 
application — as on the Web or in print 
and broadcast media — the message is 
simply part of a circulating data stream. 
Its particular content is irrelevant. Who 
sent it is irrelevant. Who receives it is 
irrelevant. That it need be responded 
to is irrelevant. The only thing that is 
relevant is circulation, the addition to the 
pool. Any particular contribution remains 
secondary to the fact of circulation. 
The value of any particular contribution 
is likewise inversely proportionate to 
the openness, inclusiveness, or extent 
of a circulating data stream: the more 
opinions or comments that are out there, 
the less of an impact any given one 
might make (and the more shocking, 
spectacular, and new a contribution must 



be in order to register or have an impact). 
In sum, communication functions 
symptomatically to produce its own 
negation. 

Communication in communicative 
capitalism, then, is not, as 
Jürgen Habermas would suggest, 
action oriented toward reaching 
understanding.14 In Habermas’s model 
of communicative action, the use value 
of a message depends on its orientation. 
A sender sends a message with the 
intention that the message be received 
and understood. Any acceptance or 
rejection of the message depends on this 
understanding. Understanding is thus 
a necessary part of the communicative 
exchange. In communicative capitalism, 
however, the use value of a message is 
less important than its exchange value, 
its contribution to a larger pool, flow, 
or circulation of content. A contribution 
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need not be understood; it need only 
be repeated, reproduced, forwarded. 
Circulation is the setting for the 
acceptance or rejection of a contribution. 

How a contribution circulates determines 
whether it has been accepted or 
rejected. Does it circulate widely, 
among a variety of differentiated 
groups such that teenagers in the 
United States, accountants in Estonia, 
and indigenous groups in the Amazon 
speak, in its terms, wear its logo, or hum 
its jingle? Does it circulate narrowly 
and influentially? Does it catch on but 
in an ironic, counterintuitive way, a 
way potentially counter to its original 
intention or reception? The questions 
alert us to how the sender (or author) 
becomes immaterial to the contribution, 
just as the producer, labor, drops out 
of the picture in commodity exchange. 
The circulation of logos, branded media 



identities, rumors, catch phrases, blog 
posts, urban myths, even positions and 
arguments exemplifies this point. The 
popularity, the penetration and duration 
of a contribution, marks its acceptance 
or success. 
Thinking about messages in terms of 
use value and contributions in terms of 
exchange value sheds light on what would 
otherwise appear to be an asymmetry in 
communicative capitalism: the fact that 
some messages are received, that some 
discussions extend beyond the context 
of their circulation. It is also the case 
that many commodities are not useless, 
that people need them. But what makes 
them commodities is not the need people 
have for them or, obviously, their use. 
Rather it is their economic function, their 
role in capitalist exchange. Similarly, the 
fact that messages can retain a relation 
to understanding in no way negates the 
centrality of their circulation. Indeed, 
this link is crucial to the ideological 
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reproduction of communicative 
capitalism. Some messages, issues, 
debates, are effective — public relations, 
advertising and political consulting are 
some of the industries depending on 
the production of such efficacy. Some 
contributions make a difference. But 
more significant is the system, the 
communications network. Even when we 
know that our specific contributions (our 
messages, blog posts, podcasts, video 
uploads, books, articles, films, letters to 
the editor) simply circulate in a rapidly 
moving and changing flow of content, in 
contributing, in participating, we act as if 
we do not know this. This action manifests 
ideology as the belief underlying action, 
the belief that reproduces communicative 
capitalism.15

The fantasy of abundance both 
expresses and conceals the shift from 
message to contribution. It expresses 
the shift through its emphases on 



expansions in communication — faster, 
better, cheaper; more inclusive, more 
accessible; high-speed, broadband, and 
so on. Yet even as it emphasizes these 
multiple expansions and intensifications, 
this abundance, the fantasy occludes the 
resulting devaluation of any particular 
contribution. It presumes that all 
contributions, all sites, are equal, equally 
likely to be heard or to make a difference. 
Enthusiastically reiterating the idea that 
anyone and everyone can participate, 
contribute, express themselves, and 
create, the fantasy of abundance 
also prevents us from recognizing the 
underlying inequalities inextricable from 
complex networks. 

Recent developments in network science 
demonstrate structure in seemingly 
random networks. On the Web, for 
example, sites are not equally likely to 
have the same number of links. Nor are 
links randomly distributed among sites in 
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a predictable, bell-curve fashion. Instead, 
there are clusters and hubs wherein 
some sites are nodes to which many sites 
link. These hubs serve as connectors for 
other nodes. In his path-breaking work 
on structure in complex networks, Albert-
László Barabási finds hubs on the Web, 
in Hollywood, in citation networks, phone 
networks, food webs in ecosystems, 
and even cellular networks where some 
molecules, like water, do much more work 
than others.16 

Barabási explains that degree distribution 
in networks with hubs, most real networks, 
follows a power-law. He writes, “Power 
laws mathematically formulate the fact 
that in most real networks the majority of 
nodes have only a few links and that these 
numerous tiny nodes coexist with a few 
big hubs, nodes with an anomalously high 
number of links. The few links connecting 
the smaller nodes to each other are not 
sufficient to ensure that the network is 



fully connected. This function is secured 
by the relatively rare hubs that keep 
real networks from falling apart”(70). In 
most real networks, nodes don’t have 
an average number of links. Rather, a 
few have exponentially more links than 
others. Barabási describes the difference 
between random networks and networks 
that follow a power-law degree distribution 
with the term scale. In random networks, 
there is a limit to the number of links a 
node can have as well as an average 
number of links. Random networks thus 
have a characteristic “scale.” In most 
real networks, however, “there is no such 
thing as a characteristic node. We see a 
continuous hierarchy of nodes, spanning 
from the rare hubs to the numerous tiny 
nodes”(70). These networks don’t scale. 
They are “scale free.” 

Barabási notes that others have observed 
power-law degree distributions. The 
Italian economist Vilfredo Pareto noticed 
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that 20 percent of his peapods produced 
80 percent of the peas — nature doesn’t 
always follow a bell curve. He also found 
that 80 percent of the land in Italy was 
owned by 20 percent of the population. 
In business and management circles, 
Pareto’s law is known as the 80/20 rule 
(although he did not use the term) and 
is said to apply in a variety of instances: 
“80 percent of the profits are produced 
by only 20 percent of the employees, 80 
percent of customer service problems 
are created by only 20 percent of 
consumers, 80 percent of decisions are 
made during 20 percent of meeting time, 
and so on”(66). Further examples might 
be Hollywood’s “A list” or the “A list” that 
emerged among bloggers. Like scale-
free networks, Pareto’s law alerts us to 
distributions that follow power-laws. 

How can power-laws be explained? 
Is some kind of sovereign authority 
redirecting nature out of a more 



primordial equality? Barabási finds that 
power-laws appear in phase transitions 
from disorder to order (he draws here 
from the Nobel prize-winning work of 
the physicist Kenneth Wilson). Power-
laws “are the patent signatures of 
self-organization in complex systems” 
(77). Analyzing power-laws on the 
Web, Barabási identifies several 
properties that account for the Web’s 
characteristics as a scale-free network. 
The first is growth. New sites or nodes 
are added at a dizzying pace. If new 
sites decide randomly to link to different 
old sites, old sites will always have an 
advantage. Just by arriving first, they 
will accumulate more links. But growth 
alone can’t account for the power-law 
degree distribution. A second property is 
necessary, preferential attachment. New 
sites have to prefer older, more senior 
sites. Differently put, new sites will want 
to link to those sites that already have a 
lot of links. They don’t link randomly but 
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to the most popular sites which thereby 
become hubs. Barabási argues that 
insofar as network evolution is governed 
by preferential attachment, one has to 
abandon the assumption that the Web 
(or Hollywood or any citation network) 
is democratic: “In real networks linking 
is never random. Instead, popularity 
is attractive” (86). Nodes that have 
been around for awhile, that have to an 
extent proven themselves, have distinct 
advantages over newcomers. In networks 
characterized by growth and preferential 
attachment, then, hubs emerge. 

The fantasy of abundance — anyone 
can build a website, create a blog, 
express their opinions on the Internet — 
misdirects some critical media theorists 
away from the structure of real networks. 
Alexander R. Galloway, for example, 
emphasizes “distributed networks” that 
have “no central hubs and no radial 
nodes.”17 He claims that the Internet 



is a distributed network like the U.S. 
interstate highway system, a random 
network that scales, to use Barabási’s 
terms. Embracing Gilles Deleuze’s and 
Félix Guattari’s image of the rhizome, 
Galloway notes that in a rhizome any 
point can be connected to any other; 
there are no intermediary hubs and no 
hierarchies. For him, the Web is best 
understood rhizomatically, as having a 
rhizomatic structure. Barabási’s work 
demonstrates, however, that on the 
Web, as in any scale-free network, there 
are hubs and hierarchies. Some sites 
are more equal than others. Imagining 
a rhizome might be nice, but rhizomes 
don’t describe the underlying structure 
of real networks. Hierarchies and hubs 
emerge out of growth and preferential 
attachment. 

Networked communications are 
celebrated for enabling everyone to 
contribute, participate, and be heard. 
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The form this communication takes isn’t 
concealed. People are fully aware of the 
media, the networks, even the surfeit 
of information. But they act as if they 
don’t have this knowledge, believing in 
the importance of their contributions, 
presuming, say, that there are readers for 
their blogs, articles, and books. People 
tend to believe, then, in both abundance 
and registration. They believe that there 
is too much out there and that their own 
specific contribution matters. Why? As 
I explain in the next section, networked 
communications induce a kind of 
registration effect that supports a fantasy 
of participation. 

The Fantasy of Participation: 
Technology Fetishism 

In their online communications, 
people are apt to express intense 
emotions, intimate feelings, some of 



the more secret or significant aspects 
of their sense of who they are. Years 
ago, while surfing through Yahoo’s 
homepages, I found the page of a guy 
who featured pictures of his dog, his 
parents, and himself fully erect in an 
S/M-style harness. At the bottom of 
his site was the typical, “Thanks for 
stopping by! Don’t forget to write and 
tell me what you think!” This quaint 
image suggests how easy many find it 
to reveal themselves on the Internet. 
More contemporary examples are 
blogs, image-sharing sites like Flickr, 
video-sharing sites like YouTube, and 
social-networking sites like MySpace 
or Facebook. Not only are people 
accustomed to putting their thoughts 
online but also, in so doing, they believe 
their thoughts and ideas are registering 
— write and tell me what you think! They 
imagine themselves brave participants 
in a combative arena or prostrate 
confessors acknowledging their 
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shortcomings. One believes that one’s 
contribution matters, that it means 
something to and within a context 
broader than oneself. Contributing 
to the information stream thus has a 
subjective registration effect detached 
from any actual impact or efficacy. 
Because of this registration effect, 
people treat their contribution to 
circulating content as communicative 
action. They believe that they are active, 
making a difference by clicking on a 
button, adding their name to a petition, 
or commenting on a blog. Slavoj Žižek 
describes this kind of activity with 
the term interpassivity. When we are 
interpassive, something else, a fetish 
object, is active in our stead. Žižek 
explains: “You think you are active, while 
your true position, as embodied in the 
fetish, is passive.”18 The frantic activity 
of the fetish works to prevent actual 
action, to prevent something from really 
happening. Activity on the Internet, 



contributing to the circulation of affect 
and opinion, thus involves a profound 
passivity, one that is interconnected, 
linked, but passive nonetheless. Put 
back in terms of the circulation of 
contributions that fail to coalesce into 
actual debates, that fail as messages 
in need of response, we might think of 
this odd interpassivity as content that 
is linked to other content but never fully 
connected. Linking or citing stands in for 
reading, which stands in for engaging. At 
each juncture, there is a gap. 

Networked communication and 
information technologies are exquisite 
media for capturing and reformatting 
political energies. They turn efforts at 
political engagement into contributions 
to the circulation of content, reinforcing 
the hold of neoliberalism’s technological 
infrastructure. Political intensities become 
shorn of their capacity to raise claims 
to the universal, persisting simply as 
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intensities, as indications of subjective 
feeling [...] The more strident the voices, 
the more intense the feelings, the stronger 
is the pull of communications media in 
their myriad, constant, and ever-ready 
forms. Media circulate and extend 
information about an issue or event, 
amplifying its affect and seemingly its 
significance. This amplification draws 
in more media, more commentary and 
opinion, more parody and comic relief, 
more attachment to communicative 
capitalism’s information and 
entertainment networks such that the knot 
of feedback and enjoyment itself operates 
as (and in place of) the political issue or 
event. Attention focuses on reflecting and 
commenting on the tangle of intensities 
— for the moment. More energies are 
invested in it. And the problem or issue 
is neglected, left to continue along its 
course, undeflected and unchanging 
despite the massive amount of interest 
and energy it has generated. 



This capture of political energies and 
investments and their reformatting as 
contributions is enabled by the reduction 
of politics to communicative acts, to 
speaking and saying and exposing 
and explaining, a reduction key to a 
democracy conceived of in terms of 
discussion and deliberation. Struggles 
on the Internet are able to reiterate and 
thereby displace political struggles 
in local and institutional settings 
precisely because these latter struggles 
are envisioned as communicative 
engagements. In turn, this displacement 
protects the activities of corporate and 
governmental officials who are able to 
market and monitor, expropriate and 
privatize, unencumbered even as their 
activities are observed and discussed.19 
That people know what corporations and 
governments are doing doesn’t mean 
they can change them. That they are 
aware of a problem, have an opinion, and 
make their opinion known doesn’t mean 
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they have developed the infrastructure 
necessary to write new legislation, 
garner support for it, and get it passed, 
much less carry out a revolution (a term 
the left has abandoned and the right 
embraced).20 When communication 
serves as the key category for left 
politics, whether communication be 
configured as discussion, spectacle, or 
publicity, this politics ensures its political 
failure in advance: doing is reduced 
to talking, to contributing to the media 
environment, instead of being conceived 
in terms of, say, occupying military 
bases, taking over the government, 
or abandoning the Democratic Party 
and doing the steady persistent 
organizational work of revitalizing the 
Greens or Socialists. 

Under communicative capitalism, 
communication functions fetishistically 
as the disavowal of a more fundamental 
political disempowerment or castration. 



If Freud is correct in saying a fetish 
not only covers over a trauma but in 
so doing helps one through a trauma, 
what might serve as an analogous 
sociopolitical trauma today? A likely 
answer can be found in the left’s role 
in the collapse of the welfare state: its 
betrayal of fundamental commitments 
to social solidarity. A thorough account 
of this collapse is beyond the scope of 
my analysis here. Three aspects of left 
failure nonetheless mark the political 
trauma underlying technology fetishism: 
its abandonment of workers and the 
poor; its retreat from the state and 
repudiation of collective action; and its 
acceptance of the neoliberal economy as 
the “only game in town.” 

In brief, the late 1960s and early 1970s 
witnessed a set of profound changes in 
the world economy; changes associated 
with declines in economic growth and 
increases in inflation and unemployment 
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[...] powerful figures in the corporate and 
finance sectors took this opportunity 
to dismantle the welfare state (by 
privatizing public holdings, cutting back 
on public services, and rewriting laws for 
the benefit of corporations). For the most 
part, the American left seemed relatively 
unaware of the ways business was acting 
as a class to consolidate political power 
— a fundamental component of which 
was the passage of a set of campaign 
finance laws establishing the rights of 
corporations to contribute unlimited 
amounts of money to political parties and 
political action committees.21 Instead, 
coming out of the movements associated 
with 1968, increasingly prominent 
voices on the left emphasized and 
fought for personal freedoms, freedoms 
from parental and state constraints as 
well as freedoms for the expression of 
differences of race, sex, and sexuality. 
While these ideals were situated 
within movements for social justice, 



their coexistence was precarious, as 
tensions at the time between workers 
and students made clear. Harvey writes, 
“Pursuit of social justice presupposes 
social solidarities and a willingness 
to submerge individual wants, needs, 
and desires in the cause of some more 
general struggle... It has long proved 
difficult within the U.S. left, for example, 
to forge the collective discipline required 
for political action to achieve social 
justice without offending the desire of 
political actors for individual freedom 
and for full recognition and expression 
of political identities.22 Just as corporate, 
business, and financial interests were 
coming together politically, those 
on the left were fragmenting into 
particularities.23 

Identity politics proved a boon for the 
right, enabling the alliance between 
social conservatives and neoliberals. 
The former opposed the welfare state 
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for the way it allegedly undermined 
morality and family values, encouraged 
criminality, abortion, and sex outside 
of marriage, and benefited the drug-
addicted and lazy more than the sober 
and diligent. Engaged in struggles 
against social conservatives on all 
these fronts, many leftists embraced the 
emphasis on freedom and attack on the 
state prominent among neoliberals. The 
state seemed but another repressive 
authority, its provisions tied to the 
sexism of the traditional family and 
the racism of the white mainstream.24 
Unions appeared corrupt, already part 
of a status quo limiting opportunities 
to the white and the male. Likewise, in 
the wake of more than a quarter century 
of anticommunism, ever fewer leftists 
found in Marxism a viable language 
for expressing political aspirations. 
Observing how oppression occurs 
along multiple axes, they argued that 
a focus on class obscures the diversity 



of political struggles.25 The economic 
problems plaguing the welfare state, 
moreover, suggested to some the limits 
of political attempts at regulation and 
redistribution. The economist Michael 
Perelman notes that “by the time of the 
Carter administration, many liberals 
joined conservatives in opposing 
regulation.”26 Deregulation came to 
seem like a respectable policy. Given the 
imperatives of complex systems, even 
leftists started to agree that some form 
of capitalism would and should persist; 
what was needed were guarantees for 
the rights and differences of all within 
capitalist societies, a more radical or 
participatory approach to democracy.

Yet as they echoed the criticisms of the 
state prominent on the right, leftists 
failed to provide a compelling vision of 
a new form of social solidarity. Instead, 
they continued to emphasize the plurality 
of struggles on a variety of social and 
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cultural terrains and to affirm different 
modes of living. Such an emphasis and 
affirmation enabled an easy coexistence 
with consumer capitalism insofar as 
choices of fashion and entertainment 
could be quickly read as politically 
significant. Antiracist? Wear a Malcolm 
X t-shirt. Gay-friendly? Fly a rainbow 
flag. The ease of political expression, 
the quick availability of the affective 
thrill of radicality, could let more people 
feel that they were politically engaged 
even as the shift in political parties from 
person-intensive to finance-intensive 
organization strategies reduced the 
political opportunities open to most 
Americans to voting or giving money. 

In short, the American left responded to 
the attack on the welfare state, collapse 
of Keynesianism, and emergence of a 
neoliberal consensus by forfeiting its 
historical solidarity with workers and 
the poor, retreating from the state, and 



losing the sense that collective solutions 
to large-scale systemic inequalities are 
possible and necessary. The failure 
of solidarity was manifest perhaps 
most acutely in President Bill Clinton’s 
destruction of welfare guarantees (aid 
to families with dependent children) 
in favor of Temporary Assistance to 
Needy Families (capped at five years) 
in the Personal Responsibility and Work 
Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996. 
Republicans didn’t eliminate welfare; 
Democrats, the party associated with 
the interests of the poor and the working 
class since the Depression, did. 

This failure of solidarity is closely linked 
to the left’s withdrawal from the state 
— even as various elements on the 
right developed strategies for funding 
and winning electoral campaigns, 
interpreting the Constitution, and 
rewriting laws, even as corporate and 
business interests steadily increased 
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their political investments, the left failed 
adequately to defend what had long ago 
been won, namely, the notion that the 
most fundamental role of the state is 
ensuring a minimal social and economic 
standard below which no one is allowed 
to fall. Indeed, many dismissed the state 
as useless and outmoded, preferring to 
theorize instead a politics beyond the 
state (a move which left an open field for 
conservative strategists).27 

Finally as it overlapped with a reluctance 
to offend any particular desires for 
freedom, backing away from the state 
resonated with a sense that there is no 
alternative to the market. And rather than 
simply an approach to the distribution of 
goods and services, this sense is more 
profoundly a sense of political inefficacy: 
we can’t do anything about anything. In 
part, the loss of agency results from the 
prior acceptance of the inevitability of 
capitalism. But it results as well from an 



underlying skepticism toward uttering 
the word we, toward speaking for others 
and thereby risking overlooking their 
specific differences. 
The splintering and collapse of the 
left constitutes a political trauma. 
Technology fetishism responds to this 
trauma, acknowledging and denying it 
at the same time. For many new media 
let them feel as if they are making a 
contribution, let them deny the larger 
lack of left solidarity even as their very 
individualized and solitary linking and 
clicking attests to the new political 
conditions. 

In the last decades of the twentieth 
century, information and communication 
technology spread beyond government 
and university settings on the promise 
of political empowerment. Ted Nelson, 
Stewart Brand, and the People’s 
Computer Company reconfigured 
images of computing away from IBM 
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and its technocratic experts and toward 
the emancipation and empowerment 
of ordinary people.28 In the context of 
the San Francisco Bay Area’s antiwar 
activism during the early seventies, 
they held up computers as the means to 
renew participatory democracy.29 This 
was the setting for Apple’s presentation 
of its Macintosh computer as changing 
the world, as saving democracy by 
bringing technology to the people. In 
1984, the company ran an advertisement 
with an image of a Mac next to a picture 
of Karl Marx; the slogan; “It was about 
time a capitalist started a revolution.” 
During the nineties Al Gore and Newt 
Gingrich promised ordinary citizens’ 
access to government. They appealed 
to the possibility of town meetings for 
millions opened up by the Internet. 
Their rhetoric of democratization and 
education drove the Information and 
Infrastructure Technology Act, the 
National Information Infrastructure Act 



(both passing in 1993), and the 1996 
Telecommunications Act.30 Networked 
communications technologies 
would ensure real political efficacy 
and governmental responsiveness. 
Democracy would be enhanced as all 
citizens acquired the ability to access 
information and express their opinions. 

This promise of participation was not 
simply propaganda. It was and remains 
a deeper, underlying fantasy wherein 
technology covers over our impotence 
and supports a vision of ourselves as 
active political participants. Think of 
the rhetoric encasing any new device, 
system, code, or platform. A particular 
technological innovation becomes a 
screen upon which all sorts of fantasies 
of political action are projected.31

Peer-to-peer file sharing, especially in 
light of the early rather hypnotic, mantra-
like appeals to Napster, provides a clear 
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example. Napster — despite that fact 
that it was a commercial venture — was 
heralded as a sea change; it would 
transform private property, bring down 
capitalism. More than piracy Napster 
was a popular attack on private property 
itself. Nick Dyer-Witheford argues 
that Napster, and other peer-to-peer 
networks, present “real possibilities 
of market disruption as a result of 
large-scale copyright violation.” He 
contends: “While some of these peer-to-
peer networks — like Napster — were 
created as commercial applications, 
others — such as Free Net — were 
designed as political projects with the 
explicit intention of destroying both state 
censorship and commercial copyright…
The adoption of these celebratory 
systems as a central component of 
North American youth culture presents 
a grassroots expansion of the digital 
commons and, at the very least, 
seriously problematizes current plans for 



their enclosure.”32 Lost in the celebratory 
rhetoric is the fact that capitalism 
has never depended on one industry. 
Industries rise and fall. Corporations like 
Sony and Bertelsmann can face declines 
in one sector and still make astronomical 
profits in other ones. Worries about the 
loss of the beloved paperback book to 
unwieldy e-books weren’t presented 
as dooming the publishing industry or 
assaulting the very regime of private 
property. Why should sharing music 
files be any different? “Sharing” at one 
level (files) enables ownership at others 
(hardware, network access). 

Even the much-lauded “consumer as 
producer” fails to attack private property. 
On the one hand, large commercial sites 
like Amazon claim ownership rights to all 
content — book reviews, lists — placed 
on their site. On the other, production 
is always and necessarily a kind of 
consumption, whether of raw materials 
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or labor power.33 Joshua Gamson’s 
point about the legacy of Internet-philia 
is appropriate here: wildly displaced 
enthusiasm over the political impact of 
a specific technological practice results 
in a tendency “to bracket institutions 
and ownership, to research and theorize 
uses and users of new media outside of 
those brackets, and to allow ‘newness’ to 
overshadow historical continuity.”34

Napster is a technological fetish onto 
which all sorts of fantasies of political 
action were projected. In this instance, 
the fantasy is one deeply held by music 
fans: music can change the world. Armed 
with networked personal computers, 
the weapons of choice for American 
college students in a not-so-radical oh-
so-consumerist entertainment culture, 
the wired revolutionaries can think they 
are changing the world, comforted all the 
while that nothing really changes (except 
the price of compact discs). 



The technological fetish covers over 
and sustains a lack on the part of the 
subject. It protects the fantasy of an 
active, engaged subject by acting in 
the subject’s stead. The technological 
fetish “is political” for us, enabling us to 
go about the rest of our lives relieved of 
the guilt that we might not be doing our 
part and secure in the belief that we are, 
after all, informed, engaged citizens. 
The paradox of the technological fetish 
is that the technology acting in our stead 
actually enables us to remain politically 
passive. We don’t have to assume 
political responsibility because, again, 
the technology is doing it for us. 

The technological fetish also covers over 
a fundamental lack or absence in the 
social order. It protects a fantasy of unity 
or wholeness, compensating in advance 
for this impossibility. Technologies 
are invested with hopes and dreams, 
with aspirations to something better. 
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A technological fetish is at work when 
one disavows the lack or antagonism 
rupturing (yet producing) the social by 
advocating a particular technological 
fix. The “fix” lets us think that all we 
need is to extend a particular technology 
and then we will have a democratic or 
reconciled social order. 

Gamson’s account of gay websites 
illustrates this fetish function. Gamson 
argues that in the United States, the 
Internet has been a major force in 
transforming “gay and lesbian media 
from organizations answering at least 
partly to geographical and political 
communities into businesses answering 
primarily to advertisers and investors.”35 
He focuses on gay portals and their 
promises to offer safe and friendly 
spaces for the gay community. What 
he notes, however, is the way that 
these safe gay spaces now function 
primarily “to deliver a market share 



to corporations.” As he explains, 
“Community needs are conflated with 
consumption desires, and community 
equated with market.”36 Qua fetish, the 
portal is a screen upon which fantasies 
of connection can be projected. These 
fantasies displace attention from their 
commercial context. 

In communicative capitalism, the 
technological fetish has three primary 
modes of operation: condensation, 
displacement, and denial. 

Condensation occurs when technology 
fetishism reduces the complexities of 
politics — of organization, struggle, 
duration, decisiveness, division, 
representation, and so on — to one 
thing, one problem to be solved 
and one technological solution. For 
example, democracy might be treated 
as a singular problem of information: 
people don’t have the information they 
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need to participate effectively.37 Bingo! 
Information technologies intervene to 
provide people with information. This 
sort of strategy however, occludes the 
problems of organizing and political will. 
For example, as Mary Graham explains 
in her study of the politics of disclosure 
in chemical emissions, food labeling, 
and medical error policy, “transparency 
started to function as a regulatory 
mechanism precisely at a time when 
legislative action seemed impossible. 
Agreeing that people had a right to know, 
politicians could argue for warning labels 
and more data while avoiding hard or 
unpopular decisions. Corporations could 
comply — and find ways to use their 
reports to improve their market position. 
“Companies often lobbied for national 
disclosure requirements,” Graham 
writes. “They did so,” she continues, 
“because they believed that disclosure 
could reduce the chances of tougher 
regulation, eliminate the threat of 



multiple state requirements, or improve 
competitive advantage... Likewise, large 
food processing companies and most 
trade associations supported national 
nutritional labeling as an alternative to 
multiple state requirements and new 
regulations, or to a crackdown on health 
claims. Some also expected competitive 
gain from labeling as consumers, armed 
with accurate information, increased 
demand for authentically healthful 
productions.”38 Additional examples of 
condensation appear when theorists and 
activists emphasize singular websites, 
blogs, and events. Such spikes in the 
media sphere may well seem impressive, 
but they conform to the dictates of 
broadcast media spectacle, momentary 
eruptions that anchor people to their 
screens, calling upon them to register 
their opinions, to contribute. They don’t 
provide alternative practices of collective 
engagement, challenge corporate 
ownership of the telecommunications 
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infrastructure, or redirect financial flows 
toward the most disadvantaged. 
The second mode of operation of the 
technological fetish is displacement. 
A tendency among some political and 
new media theorists is to displace 
politics onto the activities of everyday 
or ordinary people as if academics, 
activists, and politicians were somehow 
extraordinary. What everyday people do 
in their everyday lives is supposed to 
overflow with political activity: conflicts, 
negotiations, interpretations, resistances, 
collusions, cabals, transgressions, 
and resignifications. The Internet — 
as well as cell phones, beepers, and 
other communications devices (though, 
weirdly, not the regular old telephone, 
likely because of its confinement in 
domestic and office space) — is teeming 
with politics. To put up a website, to 
deface a website, to redirect hits to 
other sites, to deny access to a website, 
to link to a website are construed as 



real political actions. Bloggers and 
blogging allegedly reactivate politics, 
operating as forces reshaping politics 
and journalism, despite the continued 
role of the mainstream media even for 
bloggers and the continued domination of 
large-scale financial interests in electoral 
politics. The emphasis on networked 
communication strategies displaces 
political energy from the hard work of 
organizing and struggle.It also remains 
oddly one-sided, conveniently forgetting 
both the larger media environment of 
these activities, as if there were not and 
have not been left print publications 
for years, and the political setting of 
networked communications. After all, 
the Republican Party as well as all sorts 
of other conservative organizations and 
lobbyists use the Internet just as much 
as, if not more than, progressive groups. 

Writing on Many-2-Many, a group 
weblog on social software, Clay Shirky 
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uses a similar argument to explain 
Howard Dean’s poor showing in the Iowa 
caucuses following what appeared to be 
his remarkable successes on the Internet 
during the 2000 presidential campaign. 
Shirky writes: 

We know well from past attempts to 
use social software to organize groups 
for political change that it is hard, very 
hard, because participation in online 
communities often provides a sense of 
satisfaction that actually dampens a 
willingness to interact with the real world. 
When you’re communing with like-minded 
souls, you feel [emphasis in original] 
like you’re accomplishing something by 
arguing out the smallest details of your 
perfect future world, while the imperfect 
and actual world takes no notice, as is its 
custom. 

There are many reasons for this, but the 
main one seems to be that the pleasures 
of life online are precisely the way they 
provide a respite from the vagaries of 
the real world. Both the way the online 
environment flattens interaction and 
the way everything gets arranged for 
the convenience of the user makes the 



threshold between talking about changing 
the world and changing the world even 
steeper than usual.39

Interacting with others online feels 
good. It feels like action, like one is 
doing something, like one is making a 
difference. One might argue on a blog 
for hours on end, failing to convince 
another person of a single point, and still 
feel efficacious and involved. But this 
feeling is unconnected from any larger 
collective practice that might actually 
affect change. 

My point is not that Web-based 
activities are trivial or that social 
software is useless. The Internet is an 
important medium for connecting and 
communicating, and the Dean campaign 
was innovative in its use of social 
software to build a vital, supportive 
movement around Dean’s candidacy. 
But media pleasures should not displace 
our attention from the ways political 
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change demands much, much more 
than networked communication and the 
ways intense mediality provides barriers 
to action on the ground (it’s hard to 
find time to go door-to-door when one 
blogs twenty hours a day). As the Dean 
campaign also demonstrates, without 
organized and sustained action, without 
building relationships with caucus 
attendees in Iowa, say, Internet politics 
remains precisely that — a politics of and 
through new media, and that’s all. 

The last operation of the technological 
fetish follows from and is enabled by 
the previous two: denial. The political 
purchase of the technological fetish is 
presumed in advance; it is immediate, 
understood. File-sharing is political. 
A website is political. Blogging is 
political. This assertion of immediacy 
however, is an energetic form of denial. 
The presumption that a left politics 
necessarily attaches to a technological 



fix denies what the media activist or 
technology enthusiast already knows 
to be the case — that democracy in 
practice is the rule of the wealthy, the 
protection of a governmental elite who 
serves their interests, and the constant 
chatter and opining of everyone else in 
the circuits of communicative capitalism. 

In his account of fetishism, Freud 
describes how the young boy’s belief 
in the fetish enables him to retain and 
give up this belief at the same time.40 He 
can know his belief that his mother has 
a penis is false but continue to believe 
it nevertheless — this is what the fetish 
allows him to do. Crucial to Freud’s 
account is the reason for the boy’s 
underlying attachment to his false belief 
— fear of castration. If he accepts what 
he knows, the boy must acknowledge 
castration, and this is what he cannot 
bear. He would rather retain the fiction of 
a mother with a penis than acknowledge 
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a world of lack or accept the possibility 
of his own dependence or diminishment. 

The power of the technological fetish 
operates in a similar fashion. A 
condition of possibility for asserting 
the immediately progressive political 
character of something — web-radio 
or open-source software, say — is a 
prior exclusion of knowledge of their 
antagonistic conditions of emergence, 
their embeddedness within the brutalities 
of global capitalism, their dependence 
for existence on systemic violence and 
nationalized and racialized divisions. 
Advocating the extension of information 
and communication technologies 
accepts and denies these conditions at 
the same time. Even as the proliferation 
of communication technologies serves 
neoliberal financialization, accelerating 
the speed of monetary transactions and 
consolidating networks of privilege, 
the left advocate of participation, 



deliberation, and fundamental rights 
to communication can — and must 
— energetically deny this context. 
Why would leftists promise that the 
technologies could fix democracy, if 
democracy was not broken, if it was 
not failing as a political form? And if 
democracy’s underlying brokenness 
is the problem, the actual condition 
for the advocate’s emphasis on 
communication and technology, why 
isn’t this fundamental lack or failure the 
central matter at hand? Communicative 
capitalism thrives on the fetishistic 
denial of democracy’s failure, its inability 
to secure justice, equity, or solidarity 
even as it enables millions to access 
information and make their opinions 
known. 
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The Fantasy of Wholeness: 
A Global Zero Institution 

Communicative capitalism relies 
on the fantasy of abundance 
accompanying the reformatting of 
messages as contributions and the 
fantasy of participation accompanying 
technology fetishism. These fantasies 
give people the sense that our actions 
online are politically significant, that 
they make a difference. A fantasy of 
wholeness further animates networked 
communications. This fantasy furthers 
our sense that our contributions to 
circulating content matter by locating 
them in the most significant of 
possible spaces — the global. But the 
world does not serve as a space for 
communicative capitalism analogous to 
the one the nation provided for industrial 
capitalism. On the contrary, the space of 
communicative capitalism is the Internet. 
Networked communications materialize 



specific fantasies of unity and wholeness 
as the global. These fantasies in turn 
secure networked transactions as the 
Real of global capitalism. 

The concept of the “zero institution” 
helps explain the way the Internet 
functions as the key space for imagining 
the global.41 A zero institution is an 
empty signifier. It has no determinate 
meaning but instead signifies the 
presence of meaning. It is an institution 
with no positive function. All it does 
is signify institutionality as such (as 
opposed to chaos, say). As originally 
developed by Claude Lévi-Strauss, the 
concept of the zero institution accounts 
for the way people with radically 
different descriptions of their collectivity 
nevertheless understand themselves 
as members of the same tribe. Žižek 
adds to the Lévi-Straussian idea insight 
into how both the nation and sexual 
difference function as zero institutions. 
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The nation designates the unity of 
society in the face of radical antagonism, 
the irreconcilable division and struggle 
between classes. Sexual difference, in 
contrast, suggests difference as such, a 
zero-level of absolute difference that will 
always be filled in and overdetermined by 
contextually given differences. 

In light of the nation’s failing capacity 
to stand symbolically for institutionality, 
the Internet has emerged as the zero 
institution of communicative capitalism. 
It enables myriad constituencies to 
understand themselves as part of the 
same global structure even as they 
radically disagree, fail to co-link, and 
inhabit fragmented and disconnected 
network spaces. The Internet is not 
a wide-open space with nodes and 
links to nodes distributed in random 
fashion such that any one site is equally 
as likely to get hits as any other site. 
This open, smooth, virtual world of 



endless and equal opportunity is a 
fantasy (and not simply because some 
countries censor and block). Barabási’s 
research on directedness in scale-free 
networks demonstrates that the World 
Wide Web is broken into four major 
“continents” with their own navigational 
requirements (161-78). Following links 
on one continent may never bring a user 
to another continent; likewise, following 
links in one direction does not mean that 
a user can retrace these links back to 
her starting point. Despite the fact that 
its very architecture (like all directed 
networks) entails fragmentation into 
separate spaces, the Internet presents 
itself as the unity and fullness of the 
global. Here, through our communicative 
interactions, the global is imagined and 
realized. The Internet thus functions as 
a particularly powerful zero institution 
precisely because it is animated by the 
fantasy of global unity. 
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The Internet provides an imaginary site 
of action and belonging. Celebrated for 
its freedoms and lack of boundaries, 
this imagined totality serves as a kind 
of presencing of the global. On the one 
hand, the Internet imagines, stages, and 
enacts the “global” of global capitalism. 
But on the other, this global is nothing 
like the “world” — as if such an entity 
were possible, as if one could designate 
an objective reality undisturbed by 
the external perspective observing it 
or a fully consistent essential totality 
unruptured by antagonism.42

The oscillations in the 1990s debate over 
the character of the Internet can clarify 
this point. In the debate, Internet users 
appeared either as engaged citizens 
eager to participate in electronic town 
halls and regularly communicate with 
their elected representatives, or they 
appeared as Websurfing waste-of-lives 
in dark, dirty rooms downloading porn, 



betting on obscure Internet stocks, 
or collecting evidence of the U.S. 
government’s work with extraterrestrials 
at Area 51. In other versions of this 
same matrix, users were either innocent 
children or dreadful war-game-playing 
teenage boys. Good interactions were 
on Amazon. Bad interactions were 
underground and involved drugs, kiddie 
porn, LSD, and plutonium. These familiar 
oscillations remind us the Internet has 
always been particular and struggles 
over its regulation have been struggles 
over what kind of particularity would 
and should be installed. Rather than 
far-reaching, engaging, and accessible, 
the Internet has been constituted in and 
through conflict over specific practices 
and subjectivities. Not everything goes. 

We might even say that those who want 
to clean up the Internet, who want to get 
rid of or zone the porn and the gambling, 
who want to centralize, rationalize, and 
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organize commercial transactions in 
ways more beneficial to established 
corporations than to mom and pop 
shops, express as a difference on the 
Internet what is actually the starker 
difference between societies traversed 
and mediated through electronic 
communications and financial networks 
and those reliant more on social, 
interpersonal, and extralegal networks. 
As Ernesto Laclau argues, the division 
between the social and the nonsocial, 
or between society and what is other to 
it, external and threatening, can only 
be expressed as a difference internal 
to society.43 If capital today traverses 
the globe, how can the difference 
between us and them be expressed? 
The oscillations in the Internet debates 
depict a difference between those who 
are sexualized, undisciplined, violent, 
irrational, lazy, excessive, and extreme 
and those who are civilized, mainstream, 
hard-working, balanced, and normal. Put 



in the terms of Lacanian psychoanalysis, 
the other on the Internet is the Real other 
— not the other I imagine as like me and 
not the symbolic other to be recognized 
and respected through abstract norms 
and rights. Efforts to clean up the 
Internet target more than gambling 
and porn; they involve the image of the 
global. Whatever disrupts the fantasy of 
unity on the Internet cannot be part of 
the global. 

The particularity of the fantasies of 
the global animating the Internet is 
striking. Richard Rogers’s research on 
linking practices on the World Wide Web 
brings out the pervasive localism and 
provincialism. In his account of the Dutch 
food safety debate, Rogers observes 
“little in the way of ‘web dialogue’ or 
linkage outside of small Dutch ‘food 
movement.’”44 Critics of partisan 
bloggers as well as of the sheltered world 
of AOL click on a similar problem — the 
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way the world on the Internet shrinks into 
a very specific image of the global.45 How 
would English-speaking American high 
school students on Facebook or southern 
mommies uploading photos of their 
scrapbook pages come into contact with 
sites providing Qur’anic instruction to 
modern Muslims — even if there were no 
language problems? And why would they 
bother? Why should they? As a number 
of commentators have worried for a while 
now, opportunities to customize the 
news and announcements one reads — 
not to mention the already undigestible 
amount of information available on 
topics in which one is deeply interested 
— contribute to the segmentation and 
isolation of users within bubbles of views 
and opinions with which they already 
agree.46 Segmentation and isolation are 
neither new nor unique to the Internet, 
but they run counter to the fantasy of 
the global on which communicative 
capitalism relies. 



The particularity of these fantasies 
of the global is important because 
this is the global [that] networked 
communications produce.  
Our networked interactions produce 
our specific worlds as the global 
of global capitalism. They create 
the expectations and effects 
of communicative capitalism, 
expectations and effects that 
necessarily vary with the setting. 
Because the global is whatever specific 
communities or exchanges imagine it to 
be, anything outside the experience or 
comprehension of these communities 
either does not exist or is an inhuman, 
otherworldly alien threat that must be 
annihilated. If everything is out there on 
the Internet, anything I fail to encounter 
— or can’t imagine encountering — isn’t 
simply excluded (everything is already 
there), it is foreclosed. Admitting or 
accessing what is foreclosed destroys 
the very order constituted through 
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foreclosure. Thus, the imagined unity 
of the global, a fantasy filled in by the 
particularities of specific contexts, is 
one without fundamental conflict.47 
Circulating content can’t effect change 
in this sort of world — it is already 
complete. The only alternative is the 
Real that ruptures my world, that is to 
say, the evil other with whom I cannot 
imagine sharing a world, the one I must 
eradicate. The very fantasy of a global 
that makes my networked interactions 
vital and important results in a world 
closed to politics and threatened by 
evil. 

No Reponse 

A Lacanian commonplace is that a 
letter always arrives at its destination. 
What does this mean with respect 
to networked communications? It 
means that a letter, a message, in 



communicative capitalism is not really 
sent. There is no response because 
there is no arrival. There is just the 
contribution to circulating content. 
Many readers will likely disagree.48 
Some might bring up the successes of 
MoveOn. From its early push to have 
Congress censure Bill Clinton and “move 
on,” to its efforts to organize its millions 
of members in opposition to the U.S. 
invasion of Iraq, MoveOn has become 
a presence in mainstream American 
politics. In addition to circulating 
petitions and arranging emails and 
faxes to members of Congress, one of 
MoveOn’s best actions was a virtual 
sit-in: over 200,000 of us called into 
Washington, D.C., at scheduled times on 
the same day, shutting down phone lines 
into the Capitol for hours. In early 2004, 
MoveOn sponsored an advertisement 
contest: the winning ad would be shown 
during the Super Bowl football game. 
The selected ad, titled “Child’s Play,” 
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illustrated the Bush administration’s 
trillion-dollar deficit with images of 
children hauling trash, working in 
assembly lines, and carrying out other 
physically demanding tasks generally 
associated with low-pay low-skill labor. 
It was great — but CBS refused to 
broadcast it. 

Far from being evidence against 
my argument, MoveOn exemplifies 
technology fetishism and confirms my 
account of the reduction and capture 
of political energies into contributions 
to communicative capitalism’s circuits 
of information and entertainment. 
MoveOn’s campaigns director, Eli 
Pariser, says that the organization is 
“opt-in, it’s decentralized, you do it from 
your home.”49 No one has to remain 
committed or be bothered with boring 
meetings. All one has to do is contribute 
— an opinion, a signature, or money. 
Andrew Boyd, in a positive appraisal 



of the group, writes that “MoveOn’s 
strength lies... in providing a home for 
busy people who may not want to be a 
part of a chapter-based organization 
with regular meetings… By combining 
a nimble entrepreneurial style with a 
strong ethic of listening to its members 
— via online postings and straw polls 
— MoveOn has built a responsive, 
populist and relatively democratic 
virtual community.”50 Busy people can 
think they are active — the technology 
will act for them, alleviating their guilt 
while assuring them that nothing will 
change too much. The virtual community 
won’t place too many (actually any) 
demands on them. Its democracy is the 
democracy of communicative capitalism 
— opinions will circulate, views will 
be expressed, information will be 
accessed. By sending an email, signing 
a petition, responding to an article 
on a blog, people can feel political. 
And that feeling feeds communicative 
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capitalism insofar as it leaves behind 
the time-consuming, incremental, and 
risky efforts of politics. MoveOn likes to 
emphasize that it abstains from ideology, 
from division. While this postideological 
gesture is disingenuous — MoveOn’s 
politics are clearly progressive, antiwar, 
left-democratic — the emphasis 
on a nonposition is symptomatic of 
precisely that denial of the trauma 
of contemporary left politics that the 
technological fetish covers over: it is a 
refusal to offer a vision of collectivity, 
to stand for a solidarity premised not 
on individual particularities and desires 
(which is no solidarity at all) but on the 
painstaking and organized struggle for 
reclaiming the state as a force to be used 
against neoliberalism and its corporate 
beneficiaries. 

One might find better reasons to 
disagree with me when one focuses 
on the role of the Internet in mass 



mobilizations, in connecting activists 
from all over the world, and in providing 
an independent media source. The 
mobilization on February 15, 2003, of 
ten million people worldwide to protest 
the Bush administration’s push for war 
against Iraq is perhaps the most striking 
example, but one might also mention 
MoveOn’s candlelight vigil on March 
16, an action involving over a million 
people in 130 countries. Such uses of 
the Internet are vitally important for 
political activists — especially given 
the increasingly all-pervasive reach of 
corporate-controlled media. But these 
examples fail to address the question of 
whether such instances of intense social 
meaning drive larger organizational 
efforts and contribute to the formation 
of political solidarities with more 
duration. At the end of the first decade 
of the new millennium, there is little 
evidence that they do. On the contrary, 
left activists seem ever more drawn to 
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spectacular events that raise awareness, 
momentarily, but do little in the way 
of building the institutions necessary 
to sustain a new political order. 
Networked communication technologies 
materialize democracy as a political 
form that formats political energies as 
communicative engagements. Valued 
as the key to political inclusion and 
democratic participation, new media 
technologies strengthen the hold of 
neoliberalism and the privilege of the 
top 1 percent of people on the planet. 
At the same time, globally networked 
communications remain the very tools 
and terrains of struggle, making political 
change more difficult — and more 
necessary — than ever before. 
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 Our delectable dinner, in all its 
entomological excess, its bloodsucking, 
nutrient-leeching, protuberous glory, is 
but a shade, a sliver, of what is out there 
in the great parasitic beyond. 

The “parasite” of word and deed that has 
so captured our imagination still remains 
trapped in a hopelessly monogamous 
scenario: one parasite to one host, in a 
carefully choreographed, evolutionarily 
refined tango of death. It’s quite prud-
ish, when you think about it. Why dance 
with just one partner – top and bottom, 
giver and receiver, you understand… – 
instead of many? 

Imagine a human centipede of deferral, 
if you can excuse the oh-so-banal pop 
culture reference. Can’t we reconcile this 
massive chain, anus to mouth, in all its 
fetid linkages with the grand system, the 
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cybernetic hive, that we at Where find so 
seductive? And moreover, does this hive 
not reveal herself, at close inspection, to 
be no more than a string, extending ad 
infinitum, of interpassive exchanges? A 
series of nested individual loops unfurling 
to infinity? 

The scene deflates. Slavoj’s big scary 
Other is just a series of individual en-
counters, furtive intercourses, no doubt 
populated by satisfied agents. The 
chasm of difference narrows. Individual 
vs. group, part vs. whole: no longer the 
gnarled blockage in the pipes of systems 
theory, but rather a smooth, highly regu-
lar chute, a sliding scale and delightfully 
slippery slope. An indispensible model 
for delicately reinserting the subject posi-
tion into that compacted, murky mess of 
cybernetics.



Tyler’s gift of interpassivity has left us 
thoroughly loosened, at ease, lighthearted, 
and the better for it! Now we can go all 
ways. Though to be honest, this dinner 
has left us feeling quite loose indeed, 
perhaps too much so. 

If you’ll pardon us, the restroom 
beckons…
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